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A Word op the Development of the.

Literacy Volunteer Handbook ...

This document has been designed to help answer

some of the questions and meet some of the needs of

the literaty volunteers involved in the adult literacy

project, ptPeoleWorcIdChane:

Common problems andconcerns expressed by the

literacy volunteers of this-project have determined

the content and emphasis,of this handbook. Feedback

Was received from volunteers, learners, members of the

resource group, and members of the operations team by

means of written questionnaires, and "shared discussions.

While working as a literacy volunteer for a year,

I began collecting materials and tracking dbwn resources.

Monthly volunteer meetings led by resource persons soon

confirmed my suspicion that many other volunteers were
-a 4,

searching out similar information. A common need for

centralized materials, book lists and resource infor-

mation was expressed. With the unfailing encouragement

and support of the operations team and the academic.

backing of the Reading Department of McGill University
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who agreed to credit the handbook as part of my require-

ments for the Masters in Education Program, the handbook

project became a working.ie lity.

The philosophy outlined a d practised by the

originators of the project has been to place the trust

and responsibility for-determining the nature of the

interaction end .,reaading instruction on-the volunteer./

learner team)Resarce persons and assistance are

readily available at'all.times in the'forni of materials,

training seminars and specific expertise, yet, in actual

fact, the volunteer / learner teams shape their own

programs to reflect their particular needs and interests.

The project's flexibility is a reflection of its aware-

nessfo the uniqueness of each learning'situation and the

particular dynamics of each learner'/ volunte er

relationship.
^a.

It is the intent of this handbook to reflect this

philosophy and encourage the development of flexible,

individually designed programs. It is my hope that

this handbook will serve as a springboard fbr creating

and extending ideas as well as a resource book through

the,volunteer can explore avenues of .information

that answer his / her particular needs and interests.

The handbook does not describe or Cover all applicable

programs, materials and reading techniques, however

-. Iv -



there should be enough for a starting point! The

intent is'to help expand the possible directions one

might take by describing'several-possibilities rather-

than confining the interaction by advocating one

program, technique or methodology.

Although this handbook Was designed specifically

for the volunteers of the People, Word: and Change

project, readers are encouraged to. use and duplicate it

in its entirely or any parts desired. Copies will be

available as long as funding exists otherwise a minimal

charge ccvering reproduction and mailing might have to

be expected.

Write to: People, Words and Change

124 O'Connor St.;

Fifth Fidor

Ottawa, Ontario

Hopefully, at a future date the handbook will be

revised and updated. Mail comments, suggestions alld

criticisms as well to the above address.

.3

Judith,Bernstein



UNITI

ORIGINS AND OBJECTIVES OF 'PEOPLE., WORDS AND CHANGE'

ORIGINS

The project, People, Words and Change originated as a

response from Algonquin College, a,community college based

g in Ottawa, to the identified need for a literacy program in

the area.' During the, winter of 1978 representatives frcm

a variety of related sectors of the college:met with

resource persons from theovement for Canadian Literacy
o

and'the Ministry of Education, province of Quebec and.

confirmed the problem of illiteracy and the need for action
(4m).41;kcm, has it, moiaudi,m%

in our area. Audrey Thomas; lakeGoa ada;Ilts.

identified the problem in Canada. Personal, requests for

assistance to the college from illiterates augmented by the

local response to media coverage (the. Flfth Estate, CBC,

Jan, 1978), further reinforced the need for action.

v.
A work team was appointed consisting of members of the

various sectors-of the college. This work team recommended

the formation of an operation-researqh team, consisting of

college personnel drawn. from the Continuing Education

Division, to carry out the literacy project.

1
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PURPOSE

I
...,

.

P

To'establh a variety_of educational models for adult

e
illiterates thrbugh the training of volunteer tutors:

OBJECTIVES

..

- To maintain accoufltability to .the adult illiterate

population of Ottawa

- To determine the degree to which illiteraCy is a

problem in the Ottawa area

- To discover what literacy activities already exist

in the area,

- To coordinate and augment these activities

- To support a continuous system of volunteers in
\

French and English who assist the adult learner with

.reading and writing.

(adapted from a document prepared by Marie -Paula Mattice

'in July 1979.. Marie-Paule Mattice was coordinator of

PeOple, Words and Change1978/1979.)



'U N I T. 'II

STRUCTURE AND OPERATION OF PEOPLE, WORDS AND CHANGE

pROJECTOUTLINE

People, Words and Change is the resultingAlgonquin

'based project, begun in 1978. A network of voluntee'rs

was drawn from the community to work on a one-to-one

basis with learners. Initial contact with the project was
\

made by calling a full-time coordinator at the project's

central office. The coordinator would then-process the

request by matching the volunteer and,learner together.

Thelogistics of the learning situation (location, timef

frequency, learning objectives) are determined,between,

the vdlunteer'and the learner. The cost to both,aearner

and volunteer is minimal, limiting itself to workbooks

and writing material. Training workshops and resource

personnel and materials were provided to the volunteers.,

by the operations team.

- 3 -
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MODEL OF OPERAT LONAL STRUCTURE.

OF PEOPLE, WORDS AND CHANGE

LEARNERS
to

VOLUNTEERS

OPERATIONS' T A m

(COORDINATOR, RESOURCE PERSONS)

Initial phase, being funded by Continuing Education ,
Algonquin Col lege.) oAnv- orrt..LIct bu A.

- 4 -
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Explanation of.Structural Model

.

1. . The learner, makes his own request directly to the office.

2. The volunteer offers his/her services via the central

offices.

3. The-central 'office is operated by a full time,coordinaor

who receives the calls and matches learners and

volunteers together,

4. The operations team, consisting of two Algonquin
)
based .

staff and the coordinator, provides:to the program, both

technical and adminiitrative support. The operations

team assumes responsibility for volunteer,and learfier

.acruitment,pubdcity, collection of resource materials
a\

and overall supervision of the project. They answer
a

financially to the college administrator of ABE (Adult

Basic Education Division of Contihuing Education and

Community Development). The influence of the operations

team is felt at all levels of the structural_model. They

function in an advisory capacity, in an administrative
..,

-

capacity and as'resource leaders.

5. Workshop leaders or resource leaders may consist of
..

--members of the operations team as well, as qualified=,

individuals who are in erested in sharing their expertise\.,
with the volunteers eith though organized training

workshops or monthly voluntetr information-sharing

meetings.

-A;
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Explanation of Structural Model (Cont'd)

6.. The volunteer and learner once matched are responsible

for arranging location, time and personal learning

objectives. They may request assistance at any time.

Program Operation

(a) Services

Office hours (meaning the office is open to anyone)

are between 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m., fifth flc r. Arrangements

can be easily made with the coordinator for a more appropriate

time should the need arise.

Maurice Taylor - People, Words and Change Literacy Projekt,

Continuing Education Division,

124 O'Connor Street, Fifth Floor (235-0703)

a-

(b) Daily Operation

Once a request is made (by phone or in person) an
is 1j

information liett is filled out for the person making the'

request. This form is regarded as confidential-andiherefore

is not circulated to outside pdrties.

.(c) Criteria of Acceptance

Volunteers - to accept a volunteer in the program he/she must:

- Be able to meet a minimum time commitment of

65kt six consecutive months



(c), Criteria of Acceptance (Cont'd)

Volunteers (Cont'd)

- Be able to provide at least two hours a week

to their assigned learner

- Have a genuine interest in people

- Be able to read and write themselves

- Accept the fact that the learner is our first

consideration

Learners - to accept a learner in the program he/she must:

- Initiate the call themselves
- r 7

Be able to communicate in the English or French

language

- Be able to meet two hours a week

(d) Matchin&

When matching the volunteer and the learner together, the

following factors are taken into account:

Geographical Area - th.3 usual procedure is, when possible to

assign a learner to a volunteer in their own area.

Availability -assignmentsatetade dependent on when they can.

. meet. (mornings, afteimoon or nights)

Transportation - to minimize cost to both parties, car and bus

costs are considered and attempts are-made to assign

individuals to parties living close by - if possible.



(d) Matching (Cont'd)

- Person Requested - each party can request the type. of person

preferred such'as male'or female, younger or older.

- Interests and Goals - of the learner

- Level of Literacy

.- Expressed Individual Needs

- Area of Volunteer Interest

- Type of Support system necessary.

CONTACTS WITHIN THE PROJECT OPERATIONS TEAM

1. Louise Harris - 731-7193

2. Bernice Plath = 237-9416

3. Maurice Taylor - 235-0703
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UNIT III

VOLUNTEER PREPARATION

FACT SHEET ON ILLITERACY IN CANADA

UNESCO A person is literate when he/she has acquired the

knowledge and skills to enable him/her to engage

in all those activities (for which literacy is

essential) for effectiVe functioning in his/her

group or community.

Functional illiteracy is acknowledged as less than eight

years of schooling. (in a print oriented society -UNESCO)

According to the 1971 Canadian census

937,00.0 Canadians, or 7.1% of the out-of-school population

not then attending school, remained with less than grade

nine education.

The highest percentage of functional illiteracy is found

among native people, Indian and Inuit (66.6%)

37 out of- 100 persons have completed less than grade nine,.

and 7 out of that 37 have less than grade five education.

Where does illiteracy exist in Canada?

(as % of total Canadian illiterates) (as % of provincial

population over 15/out of school)

- 9



Where doep illiteracy exist in Canada? (Cont'd)

Quebec

Ontario

4 Western

Provinces.

Atlantic

Provinces

Territories

35.5%

31.6%

22.1%

10.6%

.2%

45.5%

29.9%

30.2%

35

51

100.0%

Both men and women have reading and wri ing problems.

The largest _group with reading and writ ng problems fall

in the 45?64 age group, but 350,000 peolle between 15-24

also have a problem.

MYTH: The majority of fLnctional.y ill:terate people are

immigrants.

REALITY: 3 out of 4 funi:tionally illittrate persons in this

country are Canadian born.

MYTH: Illiteracy is a "nil-al" prcidem.

REALITY: 70% of Canadiai illiteracy is urban.
4

Frontier College, 1971
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SOME THOUGHT ON ADULT LEARNING AND LITERACY,

AND POSSIBLE PHYCHOLOGICAL AND EMOTIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

1. The learning process of adults differs from that of

children. "Childhood education is oriented toward the

future. Literacy education is oriented, toward the

present." '(Smith, 1970)

2. Literacy education may include ti ndoing of incorrect

leariiing patterns, of rigid habit atterns, and of myths,

about reading.

3. Non-readers are experts at failure but need practice

at realizing success. Anticipate poor self-concept,

sensitivity to crit'cism and fear of error. The

personalities, attitudes and behavior of non-readers

are affected by their failure to achieve the values

and goals they desire. The effect of constant past

failure may be to stifle initiative producing

lethargy and despair. Other reactions may include

'hostility anc4suspicion, defensiveness and reticence.

4. Learning does not occur in a graph-like linear fashion.

The learner processes new information "in spurts and

leaps". There will be plateaus, and times of

'regression. The major,trend is forward-

Everyone wants to learn. (Dr. Marsha Forest, 1978)

1Ci



SOME THOUGHTS Cont'd

5. Non-readers compensate for their rsding deficiencies

by developing keen listening,'obse:vation and memory

skills.. They aioften so clever ;t hiding their

inability to read it1. forgot ny gla!ses" that even

close family and'friends are:unaware. For this

reason they are reluctant to take,zdvantage of tutoring

opportunities.

6. Written language has become an essential aspectof___,

our society. Illiterate members di our society haNe

developed a number of personal relationships, and

behavior patterns by a means of whi h they may function

without written language. In provi ing them with the

skills to unlock written langlage, he volunteer is as

well initiating a process of nevit 'ble change in tile,

lifestyle of the learner.' Relationships based on a

dependency will change"as the learn r discovers his

new independence. 1 le benefi:s and rewards of faCtor's

such as a broader Jo) choice are lbvioushbut there

may follow as well, ':onsiderc )le enotional stress as

life patterns are Ii erally 13-structured.



TO THE VOLUNTEER TUTOR - BEGINNING ...

Beginning anything new often incurs a certain degree of

anxiety. We have come to look upon anxiety negatively due

to the medical implications f stress on heart disease and

other-psychosomatic ailments. At the other end of the

spectrum, educational psychologists have stated that a

certain degree of tension or anxiety is essential to

motivation and positive action. As with so many other

things in life, we have to aim towards striking a balance.

This entails knowing ourselves and our work habits and

limitations that we may create or strive towards our own

most comfortable and therefore effective learning and

teaching atmosphere.

Hopefully each of you will take "what you need from the

following information.

0

Those of you who feel adult literacy is a 'light' field;

start your reading exploration with Freire (see 8 Key Books,

Page 15). This should increase the tension slightly! Those

who feel overwhelmed and in awe of the 'teaching' aspect of

the work begin with Dr. Marsha Forestar Herbert Kohl, who-

states in Reading, How To, p. 7,

"All of us, from the very youngest children to
the oldest members of our cultures should come
to realize our own potential as teacher ...

The process of 'professionalizing' ignorance
is'very common'in our cultures,.."

el

13 -



TO THE VOLUNTEER TUTOR - BEGINNING ... (Cont'd)

Remember these people did not learn. under the tLtelage

of professionals. Ar exrerience vith sneone who 15

sensitive to their particular. needs and open and aware

encugh to provide alternative channels Or learning may

succeed where, others lave failed. Are e lowering

amdety levels? If youtlink you. are a xious, imagine what it

mu:t be like .for your learner who has e perienced nothkg but

friLstratio:i and failure in the leirning situation.

This s3ction of the l'andbook, is fo. you, the tutor

we will di ;cuss anxiety Jeduction of th. learner when 14.2

pl.n Lessol No. 1.

Two basic preparatOr! activit es art suggested in this

setion, directed at the tutpr, aucious to begin. Firstly

tit( exercise of Self-Eva uation. Take his time to ref ect

up)nlrourself, to questi(m and un:ersta)td your motives in

be( opting involved in a p-ogram of this nature. Look at

yoi r pc rsonal learnirg'aid teachi g experiences, the highs

an(' the lows. What did -hey teacl you about yourself,

yolr aFarning.style, you limitati)ns? Try to relive al.ain

the hii.hs of success and the pain ind despair of failure,

allays asking yourself wl at you 1( lrned from the total

experince. Check urspolen goals, attitudes and prejudices.



TO .THE VOLUNTEER TUTOR - BEGINNING... (Cont'd)

0

Clear, awareness of yourself can only facilitate your

'future actions, and more specifically your relationship

with your learner. To follow are several types of self-

eValuation questionnaires. Some have been used in this

program at various times, others have been selected from

books and other programs. Use them merely as guides for

your personal reflection.

..The additional activity suggested at this stage of

preparation is Reading: Unit VIII contains various

bibliographies of well recommended resource books.

The eight books to follow were selected to provide

inspiration, practical information, and of course pleasure.

Each is very special in a different way. 411 have been

highly recommended by a variety of people involved in the

teaching and the field of literacy. brief content

destriptiong have been provided,to help you select

according to your needs and interests.



8 KEY BOOKS

Available At:,

Algonquin College Library (Woodroffe CamluS)

Ottawa Public Library (Main Branch)

Large Downtown Bookstores

University of` Ottawa Library (Mori;sette Branch). 65 Hasty

*Resource Centre - People, Words and Change (124 O'Connbr

Street Sth floor)

ASHTON- WARNER,. Sylvia, Teacher N.Y.

SIMON and SHUSTER, 1963

- a description of the author's personal experience

teaching Maori children, She was obliged to

develop techniques to suit the culture of her

student as western methodology and materials would

not work. This work is a celebrationof learning

as well as an inspiration to all who aspire to teach.

Her basic ideas and approach can be useful in all

teaching situations.

'COLVIN, Ruth J., ROOT, Jane R..Tutor

Techniques Used in the Teaching of Reading. A Handbook

for.teaching Basic Reading to adults and teenagers.

1)1.41104.AZ6, by . V. ft W... S ra.F...u.se (9 T(,

- 16-



COLVIN,Ruth J., ROOT, Jane H., Tutor (Cont'd)

- This handbook has been written specifically to assist

in a volunteer tutoring program. It provides a very

practical "How To" source of information on topics

such as evaluation, instructional methods, materials,

and includes an excellent appendix.

FADER, Daniel, The New Hooked on Books, N.Y.

Bdrkely Publishing Corp., 1976

- Fader describes his personal experience as an English

/-1
teacher in a training school for teenage boys. The

program which evolved reflects the specific needs and

interests of this group. The philosophy\and approach

can be applied to many teaching situat..ons.,,

*FOREST Dr. Marsha. Learning and Teaching with Common\Sense

TOronto: 197&

Frontier College, 31 Jacke.:i\ Ave., (15 pages)

- The only thing bdtter than reading this booklet Would

be to meet and speak with Dr'. orest, herself. This\

15 page booklet, touching on attitudes towards learning

and teaching,very helpful advice4or beginners as well

as suggested readings. Read this

ti

- 17 -
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.FREIRE, Paulo; Pedagogy of .the Oppressed N.Y.
,

Herder and'Herder, 1971

-A socio-economic, cultural and, political perspective of

literacy. Freire .believes that .literacy education is _a.

freedod, a liberating right. .Attaining this right can

change a person's self-concept andgive him the power

to change his social condition. This book is not

'light' reading but will'provide an understanding of

the broader implications of literacy training and the

enormous possibilities for change becoming literat4,0

initiates.

KOHL, Herbert, On Teaching,

Bantam Books, N.Y., 1976

- Readable, basic teaching philosophy presented kith

examples of how to put it to use.

.KOHL,, Herbert, Reading, How To, N.Y.

Bantam Books, 1973

- A piaetical, common -sense approach to reading

instruction. "Anyone who can-read this book can teach

someone else to read!", Dr. Marsha Forest.

SMITH, earl ernard,' Getting People To Read: Volunteer

Pro rami That Work. N.Y. Delacorte, 1973

This bobk comes highly recommended by a number of

people'who used it as a guide in numerous volunteer.

reading programs.

- 18 -
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SELF-EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRES

Appendix D, P.17I contains sample self-

evaluation questionnaires. .Read through them'

and .use them' to reflect upon .your own

,experiences approacheS and,attitudes about

areading. It is helpful, initially to think'

through these questions privAtely. Monthly

volunteer grOpt.meptingswill provide the

oppportunity, if desired, to'thare these

ideas and experiences with others.

1

O

-
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UNIT IV

L E S S O N

You are.about to meet your learner for the first time.

Other than the brief telephone conversation arranging time

and place, you have had no contact. You have never done

anything like, this :before and have no formal program or

structured material to rely on'. Now, if you feel you have

cause for at least a slight case of nerves, empathize with

your learner, facing the identical situation. Your learner

associates the forthcoming situation, with a probable history,

of frustration and failure. He/she has admitted to you, a

.stranger,' 4 personal problem that has been covered up from

mOst others.

It is fairly obvious now, that this first encounter is

llot an easy one for everyone involved. So much is at, stake.

Almost every new literacy volunteer has pondered over and

expressed concern over this initial meeting. What follows

will be a description of a possible attitude and approach to

this critical and.inevitable situation. There will always be

a Lesson 1, the first day. of a new job, the first day of

. school and the first time you drive a car yourself.= There

.

are as many,ways- to approach these situations as there are



LESSON 1 (Cont'd)

people .to create them. Feel free to modify, adapt, attempt

or omit. Select the course ot action that suits your style

and philosophy. The sincerity and concern that you will

communicate to your learner will open the doors to the

interaction.that follows.

I PLAN

A Defi our goals for Lesson 1. What doyou: want to

happen in this session's

B Priorize them. What's the, most important thing that

I want to happen?

C Select activities that reflect your goals.

D Divide upthe time alloted to each activity to reflect

your priorities.

GOALS-

A My personal goals for Lesson 1 as a new volunteeer were to.

1. Begin the development of a comfortable working

relationship,'a confidence building relationship.

2. Explore personal interests.

3. Teach my learner something new about reading, even

one tiny'new fact- each session, including the first.

4. Discover what I could ab9ut his/her learning style.

5. Disepver what I could about his/her existing reading

skills.

- 21 -
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PRIORITIES

The priorities P selected for Lesson 1 were not

.necessarily the same priorities that followed in

succeeding lessons. Developing rapport in Lesson 1

is necessary for all future interactions.and therefore

has been emphasized at this time.

ACTIVITIES.

I did not want a-rigid lesson plan as I had no idea

what the learner's needs, skills or interests were. I

selected a variety of.activities (to be described further

on) that were broad in scope, flexible and portable! (see

:Grab Bag).

D. TIME ALLOTMENT

Priority no. 1, as reflected in how I ordered my goals,

was the development of a comfortable working relationship.

My materials would include, a comfortable chair, conversation

and a cup of tea! Out of .a possible two hour session, I felt

O.K. about devoting 4S minutes to one hour or even longer if it

felt comfortable, to friendly conversation..

II MATERIALS

(The Grab Bag)

I gleaned one useful survival tool as'a supply teacher,

andthat was the Grab Bag. It proved invaluable to my

literacy volunteer

- 22 -
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II MATERIALS (Cont'd)

The purpose of the Grab Bag is to prepare you for ALL

situations - or as many as you can anticipate! It is limited

by what you can carry! So one is_forced to be efficient and

selective.

Some Suggestions:

- magazines with interesting pictures

- comics (Saturday newspaper inserts are fine!)

- T.V. Guide

- a newspaper

Catalogues

- scissors.

- tape

- scrap book

ruler

- .index cards (good flashcards!)

- a favorite poetry book or joke book or crossword

puzzle book:

7 etc. etc. etc.
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A WORD ABOUT' TESTS

Excluded from the grab bag were diagnostic tests and

commercial work sheets. These items could be useful but

should be used with sensitivity and discretion. Discussion

with fellow volunteers and resource persons is encouraged.

Commercial tests and inventories will be discussed at

greater length further on. The majority of adult

illiterates have experienced failure and frustration

during the course of their formal educational history and

tests and 'school-like' materials may recall these negative

times. One of the first things the tutor has to work on

is the nurturing of a positive self-image. This in itself

can be, an awesome task. Confidence grows though the

experience.of personal success. You are' rying to provide

a new and different learning- experience. - You may be

covering the same basic reading skills but hopefully

with a sensitivity to the delicate 'and specific needs

of the adult learner. Use a learning structure founded

on the learner's success, building on what the learner

already knows, assist the leainer to build a solid

foUndation upon which he can confidently rest his new - ___ __________

t "wrong
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III.- ACTIVITIES
Cr+

d'

(Opening the Grab Bag)

The advantage the grab bag provides especially duridg

the initial lesson is that it permits a flexible session.

What happens can be entirelyvdependant on the mutual

interests of the tutor and learner. As long as your goals

are clear, the contents of the bag are mere tools or

facilitators''. The following are some examples of how this

'Grab Bag' can be used. The learning environment is part

of the 'Grab Bag'. Exploit it to its fullest. The

learning possibilities in a home are so much richer than

in'an institution, limited by finite materials anti four

walls.

1. Expressed interest COOKING?

--Look at todaY's recipes in the newspaper. Begin a FOOD

dictionary in a scrapbook or notebook. Record names of

food alphabetically with corresponding illustrations

taken from food ads or sketcheS. This will provide

excellent phonics material (initial consonants, etc.

__as wellasdemon-SYfifi alphabetizing and alphabet

practice.

-Have the student dictate to you, a favorite recipe.

Recorddt in the manner of,a published recipe. Practice

reading it. Use it as you would an experience story.

(see. unit V). Cut up sentences to re-order:. Add new

vocabulary to a word dictionary. Match words to sentences.
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1. CApre55eU ITILC:rebt. lAJUNINU: UVILL-U).

- Practice reading recipes and try them out together. Spend

an entire session or two cooking. You are covering

innumerable smells, measurement, reading, following

'directions - to name but a few!

This topic alone will provide bountiful material for

reading instruction. Shopping list-S- can be created and

mathematical skills practiced by comparing competitive

shopping ads. Phonics skills can be illustrated using the

food vocabulary as a word bank as well as the reinforcement

of an obvious survival skill that is relevant, useful and

critical to the independence of,adults.

. Was:FAMILY a strong factor in the learners life?

- Haul out the Family Albums. Did you include any

photographs of your own.crew in the Grab Bag? Label them.

Record humorous stories about them, brief biographies

or family secrets - 'whatever happens! Use the single

names, brief phrases or short sentences as your initial

reading material. Can you imagine a more meaningful

story or vocabulary.. base for a learner than the names,

of his/her own family and description of personal events

in his/her own life?

- Develop in further lessons:

- family 'tree
1 .1

- telephone directory with names, phone numbers and

addresses of relatives and friend!, etc

- biography book of family and frieTds,, etc.
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3. Favorite POSSESSIONS?

-Assuming you are working in the learner's home, did your chat

turn up any hobbies? Have you noticed any interesting

objects? Write the dictated story, describing the object.

Use these stories as content material for the reading

instruction, (language experience, page 69) to follow.

Save them and date them. Re-read them and re-copy. Cut-up,

re-order sentences, teach grammar from your.learner's

written words. Form spelling lists from the learner's

vocabulary as dictated in these stories. If it's possible,

label objects in the house and leave them up until mastered.

4. T.V.?

- Television, for obvious reasons is a favorite source of

entertainment and information for the non-reader. Look at

the T.V. listings in your newspaper and find the titles of

favorite programs and record them on flash cards. Study

how the. _listings work. - Learn the days of the week, times

and channels. Adult learners will have at least the

concept of numbers. T.V. listings will provide reading

material that you can work on utilizing skills and

information-that the adult learner already possesses in

varying capacities. You are providing the learner with

a very specific tool, the ability to locate his

inforniation or entetainment more efficiently.
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5. Sports?

-Take the sports section of the newspaper out of your

Grab Bag. ,Use photographs, headings and captions.
I.

Select words and names of interest to create a personal
-\\

\
\\_

vocabulary which you can later apply to other skills you

may wish to work on.

6. Your initial conversation period fizzled out. You

know little more about your learn-er than when you

initially rang the doorbell: Try this ten minute pk64,

activity. .I-found it very successful during Lesson .1

with a learner who was painfully shy.

N.B. - you do this together!

(a) Pull two magazines or catalogues out of the

Grab Bag

3 min (b) You-each have 3 minutes to tear' out

(no scissors) pictures of wha:ever catches

your interest. Don't bother about reasons at

this point.

2 min (c) Take two additional minutes to tape your

pictures (collage style, supe -imposed) onto a

paper and number each picture

3 min (d) On the back of the background paper, beside its

corresponding number, write a brief phase or

/sentence explaining why you think you selected

each picture. Your learner can dictate to you.

a
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Results can .be most entertaining!

Interesting facts AraboUnd-to turn up. Even if they

don't, you have five or six phrases to start reading with!

This. activity can be fanciful, humorous or very 'heavy'.

Enjoy!.

7

You now have an idea of some of the directions this

first encounter can lead you into, prchiding you are open

to. the possibilities. A.few last hints and then you're

on your own.

1. The4rab Bag. Will help. the volunteer feel prepared and

therefore more secure.. The contents of Grab Bags will and

shou1d differ from ,volunteer to volunteer, from lesson to

lesson.. They will initially reflect the volunteer's

interests and goals. Later on, as the interests and goals,

and strengths of the learner reveal themselves, the

contents of the 'Bag' will grow to reflect the leainer's.-

Arrive, relinquish your. aterials, head for a comfortable

chair, enjoy a cup of tea and take the time to talk to

each other. ,The adult 16arner will be as impatient to

start as you are, but it is critical to get going on the

right track,, or as clops to it as you can.get. Take the

time to verbally explore youT worlds, to start building

a trusting, supportive working\relationship. Not only
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are you setting up. the foundation of your learning relation-

ship at this time but you are also doing wonderful things

(hopefully) towards the reduction-of anxiety levels and

collecting priceless' clues which will help-you.develop a.

relevant and personally tailored curriculum.

2. An excellent, and well-proven educational goal is to`

aim towards leaving your student(s) with at least 1 new

piece of knowledge each time. The magnitude of thiS know-
'

ledge is not essential, what counts is the feeling of

accomplishment and progress your learner feels at the end

of each session. Concrete evidence of personal progress

will be a key element towards your learner's development

of.self-esteem and subsequent success.

3. Record progress and growth. Verbal praise is worthwhile,

but remember you are dealing with seasoned failures, who

are distrUsiful of.effusive praise.when they remember too.

clearly their vivid past histories of failure. Keep a

concrete visual record of growth. Save stories. Keep

cumulative word lists. Watch spelling file cards grow,

plot graphs. Visible evidence of. learning is worth a

thousand of ycYur words!
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4. Try keeping a diary or record of your sessions. This

will provide
.

youwith a linear picture of where you have

been. Hopefully this perspective will help you determine--

where you are going; It is also most useful in planning

for the review and repetition thit is so critical to the

learning process. I also included in the diary, sampls' of

students' work that I felt to be significant insome way.

Flipping back occasionally, expos d ongoing problems

and progress.

.

P. S. After Lesson 1 you will probably begin an ongoing

battle with the clock-as you will find that you

have too much to work on and too little time.

r-



INFORMAL READING SKILL INVENTORIES'

PURPOSE:

- To discover areas of strength and weakness

- To determine a starting point

- To identify reading levels suited to different

activities.

METHOD: (Otto and Ford, 1976)

Choose selections from adult materials at-progressive

`s. , levels of reading difficulty. Vary lengths of

selections from a few sentences at the beginning

level to about 100 words at the most difficult level.

Reading may be silent or. -Oral reading provides

more clues about word attack skills. However, comprehension
Ae

%

is more valid after an intitial silent reading attempt.

The informal inventory should.not resemble a test.

is administered,as an informal 'reading together'

. ,

activity. It is afs.o,to

A code or checklist can be developed for recording

be given individually.

reading errors.

FOR EXAMPLE

CODE

R (bd)=:reversil, confuses b,d

does not use context clues

e =leaves off word endings

mis=mispronunciation

adds words or letters

4,/=hesitation

P = ignores punctuation

corrected

- 32 -

CHECKLIST

wore by word reading

no, phrasing

repetition,

poor recall of details

poor recall of main idea

poor recall of sequence
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RESULTS: (

We read at different levels of difficulty depending on

,on,_the purpose of our reading - pleasure, menial,'
4

challenge, information (newspaper), instruction (courses.

texts). A- guide towards selecting appropriate levels

of diffidulty of reading material for specific types of.

reading activities follows:

1. Independent Level (Independent Practice)

-.This is the level at whiCh the student can read on

his/her oWn with a minimum of errors

Instructional Level (work with.tutor assistance)

The student should be able to,understand and read

independently roughly 75% of- this material.

Material used for instruction with the tutor should

be at this level.,

3. Frustration Level

U

- This material is too difficult for the reader to
.

41.

woe, on independently or with a tutor.

Hearing Capacity'Level ( recorded or orally read Material

by the tutor)

This level of reading material includes selections

that the learner can comprehend if read ,orally by the

. .

tutor. -The'learner does not as yet have the word

analysis skills to handle this material independently.



0
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ADDITIONAL READING LEVEL PLACEMENT TECHNIQUES

1. Graded Word Lists.

-This consists cif 11 lists of ab words each. Each

list consists of words teen randomly from basal

reader glossaries at specific levels of diffic ty-

.

The learner merely reads through the lists (or reads

groups of flash cards). This procedure can determine.

a teadingjevel as well as'detect errors in word

analysis. Copies of these lists are available at
t

the Downtown Office, 124 O'Connor St. Fifth floOr.

see (LawPray and-Ross, Graded Word List, 1969 in

referenCe list)

2. Standardized Tests

- These consist of graded paragraphs which the learner is

asked to read.. Thn number of errors made in a

selection determines a reading level. Errors in word

analysis can also be detected and recorded. (Gilmore

Oral Reading Test, Gray Oral Reading Test)

3. Readibility Tests

- These techniques help one determine the level (if

unknown) of a selection ofreading material. For

Tutor use - Dolch, Fleih, Fry -.(Edward B. Fry, 1969)



3. Readibility Tests (Cont'd).

For Student use - The Greasy Finger Test! - Have

the student turn to any page of a reading selection

and begin to read using one hand, place one finger

at a time on any unknown word. If fingers are used

up'before-r4aching t e end of the page .(five unknowns!)

the material can be t en assumed to be too difficult

to be read independent)

The preceding were descriptions of a variety of

reading placement procedures. For the most part,

simply reading together, informally, with your learner,

noting recurrent difficulties,.will suffice. Simply

provide yourself with a few short selections of

varying difficulty'.



Attached are some techniques that can be used to determine

where ttle learner is at with regard to reading, writing and

speaking skills. They can be userinitially, to find out

where the learner should start, and, as well, they be used

periodically to gauge the learner's-progress.
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Learning to read is a highly personal activity - it is not'-

'neutral. One readily available source of material which

should not be overlooked is the student's own experience.

Adult learners have a wealth of life experiences to share,

they have ideas to float, they have opinions to express.

It is therefore important for a learner to get his/her ideas

on paper and see.them properly written.

As well, this sort of exercise helps demystify the whole

process of reading - it should become as natural as speaking.

Ask the student to think of a word that is really' important

to him/her.

Discuss the word and its meaning in general.

Then, generate two (one, three?) sentences around that'word

that will exprese something of real importance to the student.

Practise reading the:sentences.

Practise writing (printing) the sentences.



Other alternatives:

pick out two or three words-that could be learned for

spelling.

- pick out two or three sounds e.g. a.voweI sound or an

initial cOnsonant'sound)

- have the student keep the sentences; take them home;

discuss them with others if they wish; then build on them

if they have new ideas to add on.

With this method, the student's work shou]d be kept and used

as reading and spelling material over a period of weeks.

-



SURVEY STUDENT'S NEEDS

This oral survey should provide useful information

about your student for you. Please explain that you want

to provide materials that will be both helpful and nter-

esting as your,student gains skill in reading.

PLEASE ASK YOUR STUDENT THE FOLLOWING QU:STIONS AND WRITE

DOWN EXACTLY WHAT YOUR STUDENT SAYS:

1. "Why did you decide to take these lessons?"

2. "Name three things you would like td be able to read."

3. "Name three things you would like to be able to write."

Survey developed by Marti Lane, Lutheran Church Women

6/79

Chester County-Library Literacy Program

West Chester, Pa. 19380-
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4. "Which of the followin jects would you like to read

about now?"

(read'the.entire listto your student and check all that

aPi)1Y)

religion shopping
27

_ buying a car

./_ how to get a job , driver's license .raising children

music schools & colleges _ legal rights

anking

us peopW
,

poetry

plays

'housing,

family living laws

U.S. history & Canadian government
. culture
Canadian hist. & how to study
culture

.credit.cards how to take tests

citizenships hoW to use a
library

how to 'get along how to vote income taxes
with' people;
health

cookiitg

cars.

farming family planning

gardening community services

canning nutrition

hobbies social security

sports. . art medicare

tfirs-aid buying a house insurance

maps other

5;:'.'.4ow did you first hear about this program and that you

H..corUld be tutored ?"
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Rather than using a formally-designed diagnostic test at

first, you might want to discuss some points with the learner.

Having a conversation will give you an opportunity to getto

know the learner, and, equally important, to let him/her get

to know you. Remember that once you become comfortable with

each other, the process w I become easier. You might ask the

learner:

1) Are you interested in sports, hobbies, travel, etc.?

O
2) Why do you want to iiprove your reading and writing?

1) What work eXperie.6Ceil; have you had?

4) When did you go to ool? (and, if appropriate, what

language did you learn in? what country did.you live in?)

5).What.have you ever read?

6) Can you read and write your name?

7) Do-You know the alphabet?'

8) Do you know the sounds the letters make?

The learner will probably have some questions to ask you too.

- 41 -
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Along the same lines as the foregoing exercise, you may ask

the learner to dictate to you a brief story.(a paragraph or

so) of his/her own. Print it out, rather- thanowriting it.

Ask the student if he/she can read any of the wor in the

story.

From this you will get an idea of the learner's reading

ability. You will also begin to find out about the sophis-

tication of his/her spoken language skills (e.g. spoken

language may be at a much more advanced level than read-

ing and writing skills).

Some possible developments of this exercise are:

- if the learner was able to read any of the words in the

story, build word families .( .g. CAT - bat, mat, sat,'Pat,

hat, etc.),

- point out relationships between the sounds of the words

(e.g. if the learner can read "pot", he/she can also read

"top", since the sounds are the same)

- construct new,sentences from the new words

- spell .the. words

- have the learner print or write the words

'People, Worts and Change'

Resource Centre
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10 BASIC. TEACHING PRINCIPLES Tb ASSIST WITH LESSON PLANNING

Each lesson should provide opportunity to

A - DIAGNOSE

B - TEACH

C REINFORCE

D - EVALUATE

A DIAGNOSE

1. Find out what the learner already knows!

Add new bricks of knowledge to a solid foundation

of previously acquired knowledge. The learner has

experienced failure with at least one educational

process. Self-esteem and confidence are low. Eegin

by discovering the skills that have already been

acquired, Even a'non-readetl can read 'STOP', 'EXIT',

'COCA-COLA', his/her name. Start with the known,

venture out briefly at first into 'new territory'

'always returning to the comfort and security of the

familiar. Using the learners own personal experiences,

comfortable, low anxiety material develop through

the Language Experience Technique (described in unit

V) your- reading core.

Conversation,,reading together and informal

skill evaluation can help the tutor define the inter-

ests and skills of the learner. Avoid formal testing.
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Tests rekindle to many old feelings of failure and

frustration. In Section IV, pp. 32;, informal evalu-

ation techniques are described. These techniques

can be used to help the volunteer pinpoint his/her

learner's specific areas of strength and/or weakness.

B - TEACH

2: Vary the length of time devoted to each activity

according to its difficulty. Insert activities

that require greater concentration between those

that require less. The learner I worked with agO-

nized .over phonics. The brief phonics sessions

were scheduled early in the sessions, preceded by a

familiar warm-up activity and followed by acup of

tea and scrabble game or selection of literature

read for pleasure to the learner.

\3. Vary the mode of teaching. Use a variety of methods.

\\\Address all five senses regularly. Some individuals

learn best by doing, others by listening and yet

others by watching. Maximize input by varying the

manner by.which you send your message!

4. Keep body and mind alert:--Change your: working

environment whenever possible ard suitable.- Meet

at the tutors home fdr a change or in the library.

1
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Work in a different room or better yet, during

,the course of the session spend part of the time
.

/seated at desk or table, writing, then move.tp,a

comfortable chair for reading or listening 0 per-

haps toittle, carpet for a scrabble game" Take a

walk to look at neighborhood street sig and store

llifronts. Moving around keeps the body awe and

alert and hopefully the/Mind as,,well:

5. Be a keen obsery r. Select your activities and pace

your lessons o suit the learning style of your

student. Use short units of work., varying the pace

( the level of difficulty.to comp' iment

6.--IfiSeiecting activities, skills to teach, and al-

. lottink time to each of the above, consider first:

The average: person's day is divided by the

following types of languaging activities

listening - 42%

speaking 32%'

reading - 15%

writing -,11%

-45-
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7. Use relevant content

Relate, as closely as you

to teach to the expressed

the learner. Adults learn

when thy want to learn it

can, the skills you choose

needs and interests of

what.they want to learn,

) -
They learn pest if the

material is taught shortly before it is used. The

education of children is oriented towards the fu-

ture. The education of adults is oriented toward

the present, the immediate, NOW.

- REINFORCE

"7-

a. Repeat and present new information in dif ent

forms. Review regularly-and systematically.

- EVALUATE

9. Keep records. The 'form'of record keeping you

select is entirely persona q. Select something you

feel comfortable with

them! Records can be

so that you will maintain

formalized and detailed or

kept as a journal or diary. Note: materials used

and skills taught as well asobServed reactions

or any information that may help-in future lesson

planning.



Encourage your student to keep,records as well.

These maymay consist of a dated scrapbook of written

stories arranged chronologically,

binder of date\d work, dated tapes

a looseleaf

of oral reading,

handwriting samples, and/or simple bar or line

graphs.of growing: spelling or sight vocabulary

lists. Very, little can- offer as effective proof

to the learner about his/her personal progress

and success, as these\cumuTative records. C911ect

and cherish the evidenCe that will facilitate

the development of new attitudes and confidence.

10. Expect the maximum from your learner. Keep your

goals high but realistic. Educational research

has demonstrated that students meet their teachers

expectations.

Atfinal word:

Volunteers are encouraged to confer with their

colleagues and the literacy project's resource team.,

at all trimes.
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In summary, the following are some candid observations

by a literacy volunteer:

Observations from an experience with illiteracy

- let the student set the pace-and:watch carefUlly for sighs

of discouragement or fatigue.

We words and pictures in every possible way because

offen this person is not in the habit .of-observing signs,

newspaper, notices, or pictures.51"(qten delighted at

the!discoveries they can make on their. own.

- important not to allow a dependency to develop. Keep en-

couraging the student to try things on their own. i.e. a

small shopping trip;'a visit to the librarypand using it

independently. Planned trips or visits can result in the

student meeting new people who are friendly and helpful,

learning new things and gaining self confidence

- you are teaching someone to read and at the same time you

are opening .a new world to him

-- the process may be slow and requires riuch.patience on the

part of the volunteer

- understand 'that the hOme situation may make .it impossible

for the student to have a quiet, private time for reading

or homework of any kind
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- the weekends activities can be overwhelming (too little

sleep, anxiety over the behaviour of someone'in the family,

too much work) and you may feel sometimes that progress is

not being made

- tapingsome of yourisessiOns and listening to them'together

can be very revealing to both the volunteer and the student

- there are probably many learning aids that are helpful. I

find that'my student was delighted to have for her own use a'

Pyramid Primary Dictionary at a grade 1-4 level. Keeping

a scrapbook proyed difficult because the children And/or

the, dog got at tit.

A. black board is a great asset.

- My student has a small case in whithshe keeps her books.

and stribblers - hence they are safe

the most successful, book we have, read together is KUreiik's

Prairie Wi4er, which has excellent pictures and which

deScribei a1 style of country living which my student relates

to very ,i511

\"I remember that"
II
"Gee,/I didn't think anyone else ever had that

kind of, life" - meaning difficult
/

"You mean he wrote a story about that - I should.

write a book too - the things I could tell who'd

ever believe it, eh?"
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The success of this book, "Prairie Winter", though difficult

and slightly beyond' her level, is that it is real;

I haven't used any particular method because I feel they are

toy structured and too limiting. It is important to be

opei to any experience which can be used for learning. i.e.

an ad. in the local newspaper concerning valentines, lead

to atrip to the store, lead to finding and reading the

valentines and hence to the first tinie ever buying and

sending by mail, a valentine.

- the opportunities for learning are unlimited and there is

no situatfon, too unimportant to be used as a learning ex-
,

perience. Some of these people have been deprived for their

entire lifetime, hence any new experience is very significant.

They will share something with you, that might be too

intimidatihg to face alone.



READING-INSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES

One of the aims of the volunteer should be to provide

the new reader with as wide a variety of word' unlocking

(or decoding) techniques as possible. A broad spectrum

of decoding tools are described in reading instruction

texts, six of which will be discussed here. One tool

is not necessarily more effective .than another, however

it may be more successful with a particular learner or

in a specific reading situation. The volunteer should

become knowledgeable of these techniques and to the

degree

that they can be comfortably and informally

introduced into the reading experience at appropriate

times, or when the nature of the question discussed suits

a particular approach. For, example if a new word. is

hoist and a known word is moist, word families and the

initial consonant substitution method of decoding would

apply.

The following reading techniques will be,discussed in

greater detail. More in-depth study can be found in any

of the basic reading texts suggested in the bibliography.
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A - Sight Vocabulary

B - Word Patterns (or Families)

C - Phonics,

D - Structural Analysis

E - Context Clues

F - Language Experience

Every reader has used one or more of these decoding

.cir word analysis techniques at different times. A 'well

. equipped' reader will be veil practised and able-to select

the appropriate approach for each .particular word analysis

Aproblem. The volunteer's task is to equip and familiarize

the new reader with these word analysis techniques.

A SIGHT VOCABULARY

Sight vocabulary consists of lists of words or

individual words on word cards, which the learner. is ,

expected to recognize on sight. No sounding or structural

techniques are used. Practice'is given towards instant

recognition. The adult new reader is likely to have

several 'sight words' already in his/her vocabulary.

(EXIT, COCA-COLA, STOP, SALE, DANGER)

Advantages of this technique:

\
1. Many words must be learned as sight vocabulary as they

- are not phonically decodable. (aisle, answer, laughed)

2. Sight recognition of frequently appearing words in

written material increases reading 6luency. This, in
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turn, will improve reading comprehension. It is suggested

that word Uses such as those published by Dolch and

Kucera-Francis, (reprinted in Tutor, 1972, p. 77,) be

learned,bythis method. These are lists of words that

appear most frequently in writing.. Lists of words with

irregular spelling and irregular phonic structures can

also be learned by this method. (list in,Heilman, 1968,

p. 74)

3. A bank of sight words can provide the learner with a

word base from which Structural and phonic

comparisons may be made.

Disadvantage,

The most obvious disadvantage of sight reading as a

'method''is that it does.not. reinforce decoding a word by

sound. or structure. The word configuration alone i

memorized.

THE.SIGHT METHOD

- Select 10 words from word frequency lists, experience

stories, personal interest or functional vocabulary

banks'and print each word on small pieces of cardboard.

(flashcards)

- The learner reads the cards dividing them into known,

unknown and doubtful piles. A file box can be used

(recipe box size) with three labelled diyiders and

index cards to be used as flashcards. Known words can

be filed alphabetically reinforcing alphabetizing

skills and creating a retrievable word bank for the

learner.
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Select 5 words to teach each session from the doubtful

pile.

- The volunteerpresents.one word at a time, using as

many modes as necessary to teach it Say the word,

have the learner trace it or write it while saying

it and/or provide-a7Viiiiil clue such as a picture.

Mix a new card with 5 words from the known pile and

ask the learner to read them.

- Repeat, review and reinforce using as many of the

physical senses as possible.

B WORD PATTERNS OR FAMILIES.'

Words-comprising word families or patterns have

rhyming units composed of several letters which have the

phonic sound. Word families can be effectively -used for

teaching common phonic elements in words. Developing word

family lists by substituting Anitial consonants is an

excellent vocabulary extension exercise.'

e.g. hat loon, mind

moonmat kind

flat, - spoon grind

Initial and final' consonants aswell as basic phonic

structures can be taught effectively in-patterni.

e.g. bin map owl book school

fin mat fowl hook fool

sin man scowl cook pool

tin mad howl 1.22Y tool
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\'A sequential development of ward pattern lists is

available in Tutor (Colvin and Root, 1972, p. 86-94).
\

An abbreviated.form of patterns that can be developed

by the tutor and learner follows, illustrating basic

phonic structures.

Advantages

1.- Unlimited possibility for vocabulary extension.

'2. Good word attack tool. (e.g.. known word night, new

word fright, substitute initial consonants)

.3. Otto. and Ford, 1967 note that many functionally

illiterate adults are able to convert single Utters

to.sounds but have difficulty blending sounds into

whole words. This frustration iS,continued by

startingvith word analysis techniques such as phonics.

Word:families provides an initial decoding tool without

the sound blending skill demanded by phonics.

Disadvantages

1. Tendency not to sound but to rhyme words, thereby n

reinforcing 'sounding' (phonic) techniques.

2; Possible confusion when words do not fit patterns

although visually they may appear to.

e.g. foot know

boot COW



Add to the lists with your learner. Maintain cumulative

'lists in a notebook, regularly adding new vocabulary.

short a

WORD FAMILIES (or Patterns)

-ab -ad -ag -am -an -ap -at
(cab) (ad) (bag) (tam) (can). -(cap) Omaty

--and -ank -ash -ass--;
(stand) (tank) (sash) '(mass)

short e .

-eb -eck -ed -eg' -ell .-en -end
(Feb) (deck) (wed) (leg) (well) (hen) .(lend)

-ent. -ess -est -et
(lent) (dress) (nest) (wet')

short i
-ib. -ig -ick -ill -in -ip -it -in
(rib) (kid) (big ) (wick)"(sill) (pin) (nip) (sit) (win)

short

-uck -ud
(rub) (duck) (mud)

Short o

long a

-un -ung
(bun) (hung)

- ug -ull -um -ump
(bug) (dull)+(rum) (bump)

- unk -ush -ut
(dunk)-(hush) (but)

-ock -od -og -ong -ot
(slob) (clock) (pod) (hog) (long). (cot)

-ace -ade -age -aid -ail -ain
(pace) (spade) (cage) (maid) (nail) (pain)

-ale 2.ame -ane -ape -ate
(pale) (name) (pane) (cape) (date)

-ave -ay -aze -eigh
(cave) (day) (daze) (weigh)
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long u

long

long o

long e

-ew -use -ute
(few) (fuse) (flute)

-ice -ide -ight -ike -ile -imp
(mice) (wide) .(fight) (bike) (pile) (time).

-ind -ine -ire -ite -31'

-(Eind) (wine) (tire) (kite) (my)

-oad" -oal -oam -oan -oat -ode
(toad). (coal) (roam) (loan) (coat).(code)

roe -oke -old -ole =olt
(hOe) (yoke) (bold) (sole) (colt)

-one -ope -ose -ote
(bane)' (rope) (nose) (note)

-e -ea -each -eak -eat -eam
(me) (tea) (peach) (peak) (heal) (seam)

-ean -eat -eed -ee. -eek
(mean) (meat) (need) .(free) (week)

-eep -een -eet -y-
(weeP) (seen) (beet) (marry)

OTHER WORD PATTERNS

00

vowel
+ r

-86m -oon -oop -oot
(boom) (coon) (hoop) (hoot)

-ook -ood -oot
(look) (wood) (foot)

-ar -er -ir -or,
(star) (term) (34.1 ) (corn)



"ou

.

-ouch -out round -ouse \
(pouch) (pout) (pound) '(mouse) \\\

\

OW

(know) (down) (foul) (cow)
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C. PHONICS

The word phonics is derived from the Greek word ph5ne

meh
i

hing voice or sound. It refers to a facet of reading n-

, stuction which asioJiates printed. letters in printed wordt to
, , .

.

d t7

the.sounds:heard. when the word is pronounced. Phonic word
. . 1 . . ,

,ahalysit'invokves the blending of the sounds of the letters

\

forming. a word so that the pronunciation of that word results,
\

Numerous.phonic rulei have.been 'developed .by well-meaning

reading experts followed by equally, numerous exceptions The

English language defies a logical, regular framework that a

phonics approach attempts to define. The.linguistic history

of English .is much tocibastardtzed to.fit any pattern with .com-

plete regularity. .Bearing.thit .in mind and including the-:-
1

inevitabfe 'exceptions' with every rule phonics analysis,will

prove to be an essentijr1 reading skill-although only one of.a

number of ways to unlock new or unknown words.
.

There'is a suggested SeqUerice-to the introduction of phonics-

skills proceedilv fromlimPle to more complex. 'A general out-

line follows.' This ba4c-ouiline varies slightly in different

reading instruction texts..

There is a school of thought in reading that cautions in-__

structors not to teach initial consonant sounds ircisoletitin of

vowels. This may lead to blending difficulties later on if the

sound.Buh is associated with.the letter B, tuh to T, etc, Bull-
,

ah7tuh (Bat). They suggest teaching consonants in association



,t4

with a short vowel -- bat

ban

bag

The principle suggested is to work from the whole word

to its parts rather than,the converse.

BASIC-PRONIC SEQUENCE

1. Initial consonants (b,

:g. bag cat

bat can

ban. cap

2. Finai'consonants (m,d,t,k,n,etc.)

f

14

-7)

L

e.g. fib mad.

-lib had

rib fadms

gK'3. Short vowels

a cat . I -- sit u -- nut 4 -7- bet CI.-- hot
404

4. - 3 letter words

(man, mat *get, but, hot, sit)

5. Consonant blends

(br, fr, gr, tr, bl, fl, pl, sl, spr, str, etc.)

e.g. blot in slam fast free

Long vowel sounds

g - name I - dime F - me 8 - rope u - tune
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7. Consonant digraphs'

(th, ph, gh, sh, wh, ck, m , chi nk, cju, ng).

two consonants - one sound.

Vowel Digraphs

(oa, ea, ai, ee,,ay, au, .aw, eti, ew, 6b, 8'6)
4

two vowels - one sound

9. Dipthongs

(oi, oy, ou, ow)

10. Special Endings

(-ight, -ough-, -ought, -tion

General Phonics Rules and Exceptions! (Otto and Ford, 1967,
p.-140. 1/,1)

1. Some consoronts have more than one sound

e.g. (a) -.circus, cent

c .(k) - cut

-2. Final } - is usually silent, making the-Fre-E-eaing-:

vowel long.-

mane

0

r

except: give, done, love, come, ...

3. Vowel Combinations - when there are two vowels togebhei,

the first vowel is usually long, and the second is silStnt.

"When 2 vowels'go walking, the first one does the talking."
9

moan, pain

except: aisle, ...

4. Ahingle vowel with a,single consonant on each side Is

usually short.

mat, fit, 'cot

5. R changes the. sound of the vowel it f011ows

e.g. car, or, fir, her /



PHONIC METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

Initial Consonant 'B'

1. Prepare photographs, or objects or word lists of items

beginning with the letter 'B'.

2. Orally, identify the letter,,B by name and introduce the

sound by reading lists of words beginning with B. Note the

commonality of the initial sound. Do auditory discrimination

exercises reading lists of words having the student indicate

which words do (or do not) begin with B.

.\
3:p Select a key word to act aa\a 'permanent reminder of the

initial B sound. It should be a well-known sight word or

easily illustrated word. 6.g. dril bell

4. Have the learner contribute words from his/her own ex-
\

perience beginning with the B sound The tutor compiles these

words into a B list recorded
)
added to, and practised in an

exercise book.

5. Associate the B sound with already known sight words,

illustrating B in beginning, middle, and end positions.
I

e.g. bell, baby, cab.

6., End the session by reviewing the name of the letter, the

sound and by writing the letter.



AJELrit and Disadvantages

FaTiarity with the phonics method is an essential

reading skill, as has been previously stated. However,

over- reliance on .this one of many approacheS to the complex/

Iprocess called-reading can lead to serious' reading problems.
/

Phonics rules are complek and the decOding process for a new
.

reader is slow, focusing on the Oronunciationfof

:a word rather than its meaning. Due to the structural ir-
/

regularity of English, use of this method can lead
\,.

/to confusion and difficulty.
/

,

i
i

D. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

Structural analysis desc ibes a method of word decoding

through which the reader unl cks the new word by recognizing

e student is asked t break-familiar structures in it.

down the nLw word, into one olr more familiar or knoGtn compon-

ents. Then by blending the nown part(s) with the unknown

with the assistance of conte t clues, phonic rules or any

applicable\decodtng methods k own, including thel"educated

guess", they whole word is atte pted!

Structual Analysis Skills include: i

I

1. Compound Words
i

\ ,_.__
Comp\ound wordS are words m de up of tIdd smaller words.

i

\ A
.

(taxpayer, motorcycle)
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2. Finding little words in big, words.

This technique should not be emphasized as it can,

lead to confusion and interference with phOnic sounding

procedures. e.g. at as in boat

the as in they

3. Prefixes and Suffixes

Prefixes are phonic units added to the beginnings

of root words (look, walk). Suffixes are added to the

ends of root words. Both prefixes and suffixes, when

added to root words, create new words with different

meanings. , e.g. root 4- prefix + suffix

agree disagree disagreement

Use reuse reusable

Therefore the teaching of these units must involve both

structure and meaning. Most reading instruction texts

and dictionaries will provide lists of prefixes and

suffixes and their meanings. Some common examples follow:

Prefixes:

ab - from, away (absent)

ad - toi toward (admit)

anti - against (anticlimax) #

pro, pre, ante - before (anteroom, antebellum)

auto.-,self (autograph)

com - with, together (combine)

de down, from away (depart)

dis apart (disarm)
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ex, ec = out of (exit)'

\.inter, enter - between (enterprise)

Ma - wrong, bad (mistake)..

ob - against (object) .

post - after (postpone)

re - back (reflect)

sub - under (submarine)

super = above, more than (superhuman)

Suffixes:

able, ble, ible - capable of being (lovable)

graph - to write (autograph)

pathy - feeling (sympathy)

er -.one who does (baker)

ess - feminine ending (mistress)

ful - full of (mournful)

ward(s) - direction (homeward)

4. .Word Endings

Some bas!,.c structural rules.: can assist.the student with

both the.process of word decoding as Well as spelling.

Regular Rules

Tense

I. To describ,2 ver ) tense add the endings -ed and -ing

to the root word.

e.g. walk walked walking

nural

I i. Most plurals are formed by adding s to the root word

. e.g. one hat, three hats
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Exceptions to the Regular Rules

III. Final or Silent E

With words that end in final E, drop the final E before

adding a suffix beginning with a vowel.

e.g. root -er r-ed

love loving lover loved

IV. To form the plurals of words ending in s, ss ch, sh,

and x, add, es to the root word.

e.g. root plural

box . boxes

dress dresses

V. Words ending in Y

To form the plural of words ending in Y, change the Y t

I andadd es.

e.g. penny, pennies

Before adding a suffix beginning with a vowel, change Y

to Land then ad& your ending -- except for ing.

e.g. root -ed -er

carry carried carrying carrier

worry worried worrying worrier

5. Syllabication

This refers..the technique of dividing a word into

syllables structurally and then sounding the syllables

phonically to derive the pronuneiation.of the whole word.

A syllable is a vowel or group of letters containing a

vowel sound. which together form a pronounceable unit.

"N.1'
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The advantages of.this, technique are that

(a) it helps the reader pronounce words that are not

immediaEely recognized.as sightwords.

(b) it helps with spelling.

Teach syllables orally, at first. Pronounce the new

word and tap or clap.ot the audible parts. Once the

different syllables are heard, the rules determinirig N4ord

division will be more easily understood and applied.

e.g. A - window - hear two parts or syllables, therefore

there are two syllables, win-dow

e.g. B - locomotive -.hear four parts, therefore there

are four syllables, lo-co-mo-tive.

The °above examples illustrate rule I of syllab Ication.

1. There are as many syllables as there are vowel sounds.

II. Syllables divide between two consonants or in front of one.

e.g. bas-Icet, ti-ger

III. Do not divide consonant di graph- and blends.

e.g. teach-er, se-cret, ath-lete, a-gree
o

IV. Prefixes and suffixes form separate syllables:

e.g. un-fair, un-like-ly

Advantages and Disadvantages of Structural Analysis

Similar points' can he made to those concerning the Phonic

Teapique_Recognition of like striictura components is faster

than decoding with smaller phonic units. 'One can ruo into

Simllar-difficulties when patterrul do nit follow each other

as demonstrated by the exceptions following.each of- the rules.
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E. CONTEXT.CLUES

The technique of using context clues refers to the

application of information gleaned from the sentence

containing the, new word and previr,:ls sentences and illus.-

trations to help determine the meaning Of the new word.,

e.g.-1n attempting to identify a can of tomatoes in a

grocery store, the photograph of the tomatoes on the

can would reinforce phonic clues such as 'a word

beginning with T, to help decode the word TOMATOES.

Advantages and Disadvantages (Context clues)

Using context clues in conjunction with phonic or struc-

tural information facilitates the speed with which one

may decode a new word. Using context by itself may lead

to-incorrect guessing.

F. LANGUAGE EXPERIENCE

Pages 73 - 77 describ_ the actual method" 'of

instruction referred to by Language Experience.

nique was deliberately selected to conclude this

on reading techniques for several reasons.

First and foremost is the fact that this teChnique has

proven to be most successful with adult learners. It is

unlikely that they have been exposed to it previously and

reading

This tech-

section

therefore it will not recall negative learning experiences

such as may be felt towards phonic drills which are 'guar-

anteed to have appeared in traditional reading instruction.
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Secondly, by, using the language experience method,

the reading material used is the student's own language.

It will reflect the student's use,o-f grammar structure

and personal vocabulary. A collection of this student

generated material will provide the tutor with an endless

source of material to work with.

Thirdly, using the students own Material in this way,

the tutor who is sensitive to and aware of the various

rending skills and tools to be taught can seize upon the

opportunity to present them as they 'occur, spontaneously

in the daily work. Phonic or structural elements can be

taught in context, at the moment, thus providpg a rele-

vant, purposefdl setting for what may otherwise have been

a dull, grammatical exercise.

A variety of reading techniques have just been.de-

seribdd. It is the responsibility of the volunteer to be

aware and familiar with these decoding techniques so that

they can be demonstrated and taught to the student, as

the particular situation lends itself tc. a particular tech-

nique . Different learners. as well as volunteerg will have

different preferences, and will find different techniques more

useful. Select according to your students needs. There is no

rigid order of presentation or precedence.. All these edch-

. niques can he- useful when used appropriately. All are merely

decoding or word unlocking tJols.
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e.g. Look over the day's experience stOry. If several

plurals wen: dictated in this particular story, lead into

a lesson on plurals, offering the student some .of the

structural rules that may assist spelling at a future date.

or : From time to time look through several stories.

(Copies should be dated and saved in a binder or note-
,.

book.) Note any recurrent incorrect grammatical errors

or language patterns and develop a lesson out of this,

using vocabulary and sentence structures that you

---
are relevant to the student-as-they originated with him/___----

----tier. Teach to your students direct needs and don't allow

an arbitrary framework to determine what is covered to
.

your lessons. It is helpful, in terms of record keeping,

to have. a list of skills to be covered and recorddates

introduced and reviewed but allow your students progress

and particular abilities determine what is covered and

when.

Several reading instruction techniques have been

described, as manylfor various reasons, including space,

have been omitted. A rather eclectic approach fo read-

ing instruction is suggested. Build up for yourself,

as tutor, and for your learner)an arsenal.of tools that

the student can use with familiarity and efficiency.

Give the new reader practice in both using these tools

and'in selecting efficiently the method that hest suits
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a particular decoding problem. The language experience

technique suits an eclectic approach. The actual read-

ing process, because of the complexity and diversity of

the' problems with which it presents the new reader,

demands variety of decoding tools.

The advantages of the language experience technique

have been covered on pages 69, and 73 This technique
_

enables-the-adult student to use material of personal in-

terest -and appropriateness. The volunteer by liMiting
1

the number of sentences dictated can monitor the diffi-

culties of the.material.On page 7,8 84 of this unit you

can read samples of student generated work.

A basic 'difference with this technique; is the lack of

a sequential presentation of skills. The volunteer can

have a list of skills to be covered (exam )1e page 105)

which can be introduced when apprbp fate, using the

students material as the medium for nstrtction.
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Training E

-Training Exercise In_a poSSible teaching approach.

Language Experience: Using the learner's own spoken word to

teach him to read, or assist with spelling'

and writing.

1. Write down the learner's sentence - without changing it

-if possible.

2. Read the sentence with the learner as many times as needed.

3. Write the sentence on a card so that it can be matched

with the original.

A. Cut the sentence on the card into separate-words.

Arrange these words in the sequence of the original sentence.

5. Remove the original sentence. Gather together the words.

Ask the learner to arrange the-word units to form the orig-

inal sentence.

6. Ask the learner to write the sentence in a workbook.

7. Revise from time to time.

Note: Any or each of these stages may need to be repeated

or practiced a number of times, depending on the

speed with which the learner learns.

ADVANTAGES OF THIS METHOD 13

The material is easily prepared.

2. It is of interest to the student.

3. It quickly builds up a supply of sight words.

THE STUDENT CAN IMMEDIATELY ACHIEVE SUCCESS.:

Thamesdown & North-East Wilts Adult Literacy Service.
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ACTION PLAN FOR READING

Use the learners interests -

Interest is a dynamic force._ Interest evokeS effOrt.

Interest develops personality. Interest aids comprehension

and memory. People remember best what they enjoy.

1. What if the Learners have no Interest?

They may be "switched Off" or "not tuned in" - conditional

by failure. They may have "eyes that do not see' "ears
; .

that do not hear", "lips that do not say".

2. Cultivate Interests

(a) Talk, discuss. Something will hold, attention. Latch
%,,1

.on to it! Use it, develop it, build up the interest.

Plan work around it. This will demand, effort on every-
:

onds partrbut remember the more your learner is

individually involved with his work, the more he will

get out of it. Harnessing the learner's interests

will involve him in. communication .

.(b) Encourage perseveranee- the first few pages of a' book

may not be vary exciting only the difficulties obvious.

But later,,the creation of an individual book may grip

the learner's attention and be of. very real satisfaction

to him.

(c) As you proceed, have'in.miod real books to which: e.T.A11,
-

progress which relate directly to his interests_and,

needs.
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;4.

4

s

(zn Rem.ember the vocabularyof the book(s) should be

.used,as a basis for activities aimed at establishing

'a. sight vocabulary.

3. Introducing Reading Through Interests Step by Step.

(a) What is the subj.ect matter going to be? Discuss your

learner's needs and interests, and decide on a topic

that, can be' built up over a tew:weeks.

(b) What 4out.illustrationS? Do you need source boOks?

Do you need to int-oduce your learner to the library?

Remember this can be a frightening experience which

is shunned.

(c) Discuss what your learner is going to say. Try not.

to alter what he says too much - if he does noc speak

,the way you. do, lean towards accepting his speech.

Keep the sentences short and uncomplicated.

(d) Write down what he says in good clear-print or FAR

BETTER type it, so, that it looks more professional.

Keep words well-spaced as this gets over'the idea of

,lords as entities, and use capitals only in thenormal

way.

(e) Read the sentence back to him, pointing to the words.

Try and keep your finger moving with each syllable as

this helps to get over to your learner the idea of

left-right directionality.
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Get'yOur(learnerto read it ba'ck to you, several times

if necessary and try and build your learner up to read-
9

ing the sentence in-a natural way. .0ne of the-dangers

cs

(g)

at this_stage is a word-by-word parrot approach which

ipcames.unhelpfuf from the point of view of getting
.

any.meaning out of reading.

NoW write your learner's sentences out in such a way

that you can-cut p-hem up into sentence strips for him

to.match With phi é first set you wrote.

(h) Get him to match up the sentences by placing them on-

top of each other. Check his reading again. (This

is a task he could praCtiSe at home).

(i) The next step in this sequence (although it may occur

in the next lesson or so) is to cut each sentence into

words. Then the pupil can match words to sentences.

Check his reading again. Test words in isolation for

building up-of sight vocabulary.

(j) Remember your learner should read-to you what is in

the book- on" an accum ulative basis.

always begin at the beginning.)

(i.e. He should

',1k.) Sight vocabulary will.not be perfect. 'Be'patieni.

Invent ways of testtng Flash cards. GaMes.

(1) Start:to develop phonic mirk usinl words in the

sentences your' learner .has givenyou.E...g.
)
if he has

used the word waEer.- ask if he can suggest other

words that'start with the same sound. Emphasize the
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initial consonant as you say Water. This will help

him to become erre. of sound values. (Refer to Phonic

Teaching Order so that you can begin simply with vowel
1

sounds and initial and final consonants, and gradually

trove to more difficult digrSphs.such as 'sh', 'th' etc.

.(m) Remember this - language experience.approach in Teading

can be "used before Starting upon a book:froola series

or ie'can be used in para3jel.

Thamesdown & North-East Wilts

Adult Literacy Service

Britain
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The following are some samples of student-generated work.

The language experience approach can' generate such

material
)
as the student. can dictate far/more sophisticated

thoughts to you than he is capable of writing. independent

in the initial stages of learning to rerd.
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LIFE

Money is not everything, if you don't have good health.

lo the writer of life:

0, dear! If you say it is \like that, what can I say? But

I would recommend that you make mention of love. From olden

times many philosophers have been talking ahOut this, but no

.one made their answer clear. Money, love, health, and life;

it seems just like an equation: ._Dear me: What are you

doing now? You might want to go to. the washroom! That's'

right! That ,is also life:

FREEDOM

Mainland'China,is a communist country,,but Taiwan is'free

from China because nationalist China' lost to .the Chinese

Communists in 1949 and they lost control of the mainland.

It is a wonderful feeling living in a peaceful country like

Canada.

Can we talk about absolute freedom since we come into life

tied to another persbn's body?

If only I had my freedom I would 1.e'happter person.

could do what is important to me, visit places I want to

visit, and be free. For anyone In life to accomplish what

is important to them, they must be free: Without freedom

they will never be able to reach their, goal without struggle.
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JUSTICE

I, believe that justice is one of the most important things

in the world for everyone; and especially, for our children.

If 'three adults abuse and kill a young boy like the case of

Emmanuel in Toronto, they deserve to die. Our taxes should-

n't be wasted Providing'for people like this in jail. Also,

there -is a chanRe of their being out again, perhaps to do

the same thing.

JUSTICE IN THE WORLD '

The world today aggravates people and makes life unhappy.

Governments pick on older people, and rob the'rest of us.

blind. People should do something to bring the cost of

living down, and taxes down. Maybe then there would be

justice for us.

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT

I think that if they brought the, electric chair back, there

might not be any more killing.

I wish the government would do something about people who

kill other people.

EDUCATION

We come to school for education but. mostly learn politics.

0
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LEARNING

'Learning is hell; it means growth and change, and that is

painful.

To the writer of learning:

There are many things that are difficult for us to learn,

but I woul6n't say that learning is hell. As for growth,

and change being painful, this is prlably-true for most

adolescents in today's society. When a child is young it

is not aware of the changes it will encounter in later years.

We should encourage everybody to live and learn beginning.

with ourselves - and not say it is hell. So .1 disagree that

learning is hell - it could be hard - but not hell.

STUDENTS

Some teachers, by giv4.ng special attention to some students

in the presence of others, may be doing the student a dis-'

"service if the student finds it embarassing.

As a student we should inform you of your problems and our

f eel ings.

KNOWLEDGE

knowledge is, suspense; nobody knows where it ends.,

a
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We work in the world according to our-mental capacity.

This means that if we do anything wrong, or we don't approach

our goal we don't have enough knowledge., It is not our fault,

so why do people. blame us? I know why: because they don't

have enough knowledge! If everyone had enough knowledge,

then' we wouldn't have any problems in the world. We should

struggle for the future. If we start today, we c4n reach

the goal someday.

If we don't.start'today, we will never reach the goal.

LOVE

You can't enter the lover's club if you don't have-love's

key.'

. Love is :something that can only be given from the heart.

Loving is giving yo'Urself to someone Who needs you as a

friend.

.To .the writer of love:

Please'. I. beg you don't put conditions to love. No one

should say, "Compto my lover's club when you want'.'. When

you need love, your heart beldngs.
.
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WHAT IS LOVE

There is love in the neighbor, that can be given in feeling

and understanding. Mothers and fathers can give\the gift of

love in the world and be happy with their own children, .Be

thankful you have them. They need you, and they need us!

CHILDREN

I love my children very much; more than I love myself.

Children are the future;'we must let them go on to build

their life.
a

To the writer .of children:

If you love your children, why can't you love yourself?

Maybe you just haven't tried hard enough. I don't think it

is. good to put yourself down. After all, God loves us all,

no matter what we,have. So love yourself, than you can love

your children.

I love my _children, but I love,myself too. If don't love

_myself, I can't give them my love.

Sometimes I put myself down, but then i fird out it's not

good for me or for them.



FRIENDS

Dear Friends:

After I read all the sentences written by all the friends

in my class, I think come of the sentences agree with my

thinking or doing and some sentences don't. But they are not

wrong: I know my life can't lOok like everybody else's, and

I need to learn from everybody's eXperience. -That's the

reason why I respect my friends' opinions.

I hope I can remember all the sentences. Maybe they

will help me in the futuie.

Thank you so much, all my friends:*

a
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Summary of Reading Decoding Techniques.

UNLOCKING NEWWORDS

Some of'the ways in which a good reader attacks unkno

words:

1. He guesses from context, the rest of the sentence show-

ing what the missing word must be. Example: Jerry went

..
into the shop to some sweets. The missing three

letter word 'is probably buy..

2. In addtion to the context, he makes use of the first

letter. or two and the general shape or configuration of

the word. Example: After getting out of the 'car,

Mr. Smith went into the:g The 'g' shows ti)lat the

missing word is probably garage rather than 'house'

or istore'.

3. Consonant substitution. He notes that the word is simi-
cn

lar to a 'word he knows except for oneor*two letters,

the sounds of which he knows. Example: 'Mast': know-

ing "fast' and M, he mentally substitutes the sound cf
o

m for the f to get 'mast'. 'Track': knowing 'back' and

tr, he suhstitutes.the sound of tr for b to get.Track'.

4. He divides the word Into large parts which he'already

knows units. Examples: 'Postmastdr% div des into.

post and master; 'rainfall' divides into 'rain' and 'fall'.
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5. He notes that the word consists of a familiar root and an

ending.

Examples: 'playing' play and ing

'started' start and ed

6. He looks for familiar small words within longer words.

Examples: Candidate (can did ate)

7. He analyses words structurally into known prefixes, root

and' endings.

Examples: 'reporter' - re porter.

'independence' - in depend ence.

8: He applies phnnic rules, such as.the effect of final e

on a preceding vowel. Examples: 'cane' knowing can and'

the rule .gives the a its long sound, 'decent': knowing

that.c is soft before e, i, or y, he uses-the.sound of s

instead of the sound k.

9.. He syllabifies dividing into syllables structurally and

sounding the syllables phonically.

Examples:
1

'unfortunate' - un for to nate.

'permitting' - per mit ting

10. He thinks of a 'word family' to which the wordo belongs.

Example: 'fright': he recognises it as belonging to the

'fight' family along with 'night'', 'right', 'fight'.

0
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11. He sounds the word out by groups of letters and blends

the sounds together.

EX'amples: treaty tr eat 'y or tr ea ty or trea ty.

'back' ba ck or b ack:

12. He sounds the word letter by letter and then blends the

sounds together.

Example: 'pant' p-a-n7t

t-r-i-a-n-g-l-e,

40

13. He looks up the word in the dictionary and.uses the dic-

.

tionary syllable divisions, accent marks, and diacritical.

'mark. or phonetic respelling, to get the .correct

pronuncination.

Some of the-techniques described above :(2,3,8,10,11,12,) are

phonic techniques; others (4,5,6,7) are structural analysis
s

.techniques;'still others (9,13)'involve both phonic and struc-

. 4
tural analysis principles. . With all of them, the good reader

is constantly aware of the meaning of the sentence in which the

wort! is found. Thus, he c,-.7% only decide whether to give the

i in 'live! a long or short sound, or whether to place, the

accent in .'desert' on the first or second syllable, when he

grasps the significance of the word ih the total s&Iterce.-
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., 1 Different learners will,prefe7and/or be more adept
A
V

/
'' 1

- 'at different decoding techniques. Use whakever works: Bec
-

1

aware of as many techniques as you cap that:ou may be*

help yotir learner find what works for him/her.
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UNIT VI

Intro : LITERACY.SKILLS

. A variety of skills are essential in order to function

in a society based, on written language. Besides the skills

traditionally associated with reading such as the word anal-.

ysis and structural skills involved in the decoding, processes

,previously described, further skills are vital in order for

the learner; to live safely and work efficiently in today's

world. The skills. that will be. discuSsed in this unit

include:

f
A - Recreational Reading

B - Study and Information Finding

C - Oral Reading

D Handwriting

E Spelling.
L

F - Grammar

G - .Numerical skills

M - Lifeskills (Functional Reading Skills)

NumeroUs descriptions of 'hierarchies of reading skills'

have been ublished by reading specialisis. A.hierarchy of

reading sk lls lists skills sequentially movingtfrom basic

or simple, to more complex. To simplify matters a com.,)osite

sequmce of reading Skills follows based on E. and M. Smith's

(1972), Koill's (1973),.and Cass' (1971)

Instruction experts)

mod..1s. (Reading



I. Beginning or Introductory Reading

(Grades 1 - 4, basically wore processing skills)

- knowledge of tne alphabet, letters and associated

sounds

- recognition of a core sight vocabulary

3. - sounds 'and combinatiOns of sounds ("phonics)

4., - simple. sentences!

handwriting -introduction

6. - numerical skillsCountingiand basic orrations

4 I

II.yIntermedite Reading

- mastery of the basic .mechanic:; of reading including

the more complex phonic and structural analysis

skills described-in unit V

8. - comprehension or efmtext processin skills/

- analogies

- drawing conclusions

- classi fication

- sequencing-

- generalizing

outlining

-.summarizing

9. - study / information retrieving skills

indexes, tables of contents

tables°, graphs, maps,

- use of encyclopedia

- test taking ski] is
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.V

10. - critical reading skills

- evaluation

- propaganda

biases

author's viewpoints and differing opinions

- fact/fic'tion

11. - written communication skills

- letter writing

- forms and applications

12. - recreational reading or reading. for pleasure

13. - functional reading skills

- reading skills pertaining to daily life,

employment and social living.

14. - functional competendy with numerical skills

- money, computation skills

III. Mature Reading

0 ,15. - enhancement of occupational reading skills

16. 4seinforcement of mature reading habits in fact-

finding-and-reTcratIon reading

17. - vocabulary development and expansion

18. - critical analysis skills

19. - refinement of writing skills

20. - exploration of literature and poetry
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Reading comprehension skills can Themselves-be arranged

in a hierarchical list based on levels of complexity and

purpose.

Literal Level - recalling detail

p- recalling sequence
,

- recalling main idea

- cause and effect

Interpretative Level - seeing.relationships (generalizing)

- characterization

- predicting, outcomes

- interpreting facts

Critical Reading Level

- recognition of, propaganda and biases

- distinguishing between fact/opinion,

fact/fantasy

- checking validity

Iudging,

analyzing

:.:-,checking author's purpose

-- 92 -
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Creative Reading

- the application of information to new situations

(devel. from R. B. Lanier, & Davies, Nov. 1972,)

-Sensitive questioning is an effective method of devel-

oping comprehension skills. Skillful questioning explotes

all levels.of reading comprehension._ Too frequent usage of

11.

'What' and"When' type questioning can keep piejearner at

a literal level of comprehension, as they demand only recall

Keep a list at hand Of the following question

and vary yourlevel of questionning.

of detail.

introducers

What?

How?

Whet?

A.

Why?

Where?

Reading skills differ in purpose as well as in complexity.

RECREATIONAL READING OR READING FOR PLEASURE

The adult reader will most likely bring to the reading

experience strong functionally'related goals. Reading put--

poses of-pleasure may.appear inconceivable.to the new reader,

for whom decoding is initially such a struggle

can
)
how

e
ver

)
share

stages of reading

reading aloud.

. The volunteer

with the new reader even at the earliest

many of the joys of reading, simply by



Select material of interest to the learner but feel O.K.

about 'extending his/her horizons with your own experience and

and spend a part of each session sharingnpoetry, humorous

writing or a gripping mystery together. Not.only Are ydu

_ providing the new reader with enticemets of the pleasures
. 4

.,
, ...

to come once, a certain readineproficiency has been reachedk,
but as well you are both sharing a pleasurable and rplaxing .

activity together. This activity is an ideal "cushion': to

precede or follow a particularly difficult reading activity.

I terminated each 'reading session by reading aloud to my

.learner for 10-15 minutes, while she sat back and relaxed

in a comfortable chair. There.are many additional benefits

of this activity. The volunteer, by reading aloud is model-

ing good phrasing voice, modulation, and fluent reading. As

well, the fact that the volunteer is reading a selectiodat

a.leVel of technical difficulty beyOnd the independent level

of the learner, affords the adult learner the opportunity

to deal with material more challenging in ideas' and more

commensurate with his/11er life experience. Subsequent lit

e-rary discussibps can ,proceed on-a-level_that._would be

impossible using beginning reading material. Do not feel

the necessity. to develop. or structure this activity. The
ti

reading/listening skills involved are of great benefit in

themselves. Follow up only if the learner expresses an

interest in doing so.
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B. STUDY SKILLS / INFORIIATION FINDUG SKILLS -

Begin with very basiC,dietionarx skills covering guide
s

words, ,alphabetical- .arrangement of words, phonetic spelling,

Multiple meanings and accent. Depending on the particular-

requirements of the learner, 'additional-topics may include:

Reference books - table of contents

- title page

key, guide words

- publisher, coPyright, year

- techniques of notc-taking, skimming

summarizing end-org.anizing-infRrmation

2. Use of the encyclopedia.

3. atlases and maps

4. magazines and newspapers

5. timetables and schedules

6. library skills - card catalogues, etc.

7. telephone books

C. ORAL READING SKILLS

The value of oral reading skills has been much under.-

pdAyext7.7-DiagnosticallyT-eral-reaang-isLlinvaluable to the

volunteer as it enables him/her to identify specific reading

difficulties and mastery'of word decoding techniques. For

the learner, the ability to read' a passage aloud in a fluent,

expressive manner can be a great, source of pleasure and pride

- especially if the learner's children are the listeners:
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Many new readers will practise a storybbok relentlessly in

order to read it well to their children. Initially, oral

reading will consist of little. mbre than word calling.

Comprehension will be limited, and reading will sound jerky

and expresSion3eSs. Exercises that increase,speed and

fluency should be practiced at this stage.

Echo reading is a method whidh may increase speed and

fluency. The learner is seated slightly in front of, the

volunteer so.thatthe volunteer's voice is close to the

learner'S ear. Both read the same material out loud, to-
.

gether. (Select material at the instructional level, slightly

more challenging than what the learner vould read independ-

ently.) Initially the volunteer reads little louder and

slightly faster. No corrections' are,, made nor is the content

discussed. The volunteer's finger fdllows along under the

spoken words read. The major concern or. this method is with

style and fluidity of reading rather than word .recognition

or comprehension.

The cape recorder is another extremely useful tool when

working on oraL reading skills. Tape recorders can be hor-'

rowed from-the-AIgonquin-College_resource centre, Woodroffe.

Campus, and Colonel By Camp6S. it is difficult for new read-'

.ers to listen zo themselves read as so much energy is in

involved in decoding. The tape recorder makes this possible..



,The need for phrasing, punctuation and voice modulation

-become obvious on tape.' Read-Alongs are taped.selections

prepared by the volunteer or borrowed from an educational,

library. The learner fellows the taped reading in his /her,

book. Stories can in this way be practiced frequently in-

between instructional sessions. The learner enjoys the

comfort of being able to stop the tape and repeat anytime

to verify uncertainties.

A final note on oral reading. Whenever possible, haire

the learner silently read any selection to be read orally.

The resulting reading will be far more fluent and comprehensive.

D. HANDWRITING

A legible handwritiig has always been an asset. Type-,

writers are not always available. Many learners will have

taught themselves to write by copying. Its not essen-

tial thatprinting or manuscript writing be mastered before

e script is introduced-.although I would suggest that printing

he used for apelling practice' because of its clarity. Literacy

students often enjoy handwriting practice ats a relaxing

break between more demanding activities, A useful sequence"

for the introduction of letters follows. Preliminary

exercises precede each group of letters.
Pc

°
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Rhy-flirmc, riting Meihod

Vrc0-ice, exet-ciSeS Sectue.r-c.(--_., pre.sented

-Then -leach Cbrre Spc..ndin9
Follow with ne.,>0. set o-fs

e.xer-c_iseS and corre etc.

11. .01111/1

leaC 7-1..

3
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E.' SPELLING

Core spelling word lists can be compiled from a. variety
a

P

of sources. Word lists prepared by Dolch (Dolch,.date.1951,

pg. 507-8) and Kucera -TFrancis (Tutor,. 1972, pg..77 provide.

words that appear most freqUerctly in written language.

Functional word lists such as those published in 'Tuor',

and 'Functional Reading' (Vol. 2, 1975, pg. A-23 - A-39)..

The latter word lists are not sraded as to, difficulty and-

were designed for use as sight vocabulary. Reading instru-

tional texts publish. graded word4listA as well. Incorporate

,the. phonic and structural skills you are currently working

on as well as topics of interest into spelling lists as well.

For example if you are working on word families add.a few

words from the family studied to your spelling list. Keep

a cumulative list in a notebook cir file box of new words to

b'9 learned. -Words should be seletted from language experi-

ence stories and special topics, such as cooking or banking-

voCabularY.

One successful method of organizing spelling is to set

up a file box.with three divides headed - 1. WORDS I KNOW

2.- NEW WORDS

3STUDY WORDS

Each new. word is written on a separate index card with a
1 .

, -

sentence or sketch illustrating its meaning. New words

are filed behind the heading NEW WORDS.. The 5 or 6 words
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currently beingstudiej"0 are filed behind-STUDY WORDS. Words0,

tha,have beepAgastered are filed alphabeticaTly behind WORDS

I KNOW; 'providing a convenient, retrievable personal word

/
list.

. ok

-Method

Each Week five or six words woul&he.selected from the NEW-
:N.:

WORDS group consisting of phonic words and some intbrest or
.

,.
,

functional vocabulary. These words would be practiSed during,
.,_

. .

the week...Th new word's are dictated each session,and marked

with a 1/ii correct on a record sheet by the learner.

After three checks-appear next to the word the card consid-,
-

ered mastered and filed with.WORDS I KNOW in the file box.

These words should be reviewed periodically.

Hints 1. The phonics and structural analysis rules, specifi-.

/
cally those governing plurals and word en4ings will'assist,

in the acquisition of spelling skills.

2_ Use'as many of the senses as are practical in prac-,

tising a difficult word.

visual - study the shape and pattern of the word. noting

its_general-configuration and letter patterns'.

(such as double letters)"

tactile - trace and write the words while saying the

word aloud..

auditory - sound the word while wri:ing.lt.

3. Keep cumulative records o spelling.progress. This

is an area that is easy to record and steady progress is

virtually guaranteed.
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GRAMMAR

. Grammar instruction should ,be bases on the specific
V

needs of the learner. Topicsisuch as.basic punctuation, cap-
s

italizatiuri-and-sentence strUcture.Can be introduced-at the
)

earlysatages of, reading instruction. Later on 'More complex,

topics such as letter forms and addressing andparagraphs

can be introduced. Select topics that Pthe learner will be

-using in his/her daily experience. Books-outlining-simple

grammar qtkructures can be found'in.the publiC. libraries,

the Woodroffe Campus Library of Algonquin College and from

neighbOurhood schools. If you borrow books from the.neighbo-

hood school you can select the specific level of difficulty

you require but be careful of,content direCted towards

children's interests.
p

G. NUMERICAL SKILLS

The numerical symbols are what initially come to mind

when thinking of mathematics.' In fact words are an essen-

tial component of the subject. A. mathematics vocabulary

(less, mOre than, fewer, divided-by, plus,. dollar, nickel,

penny, dime, etc.) should be taught as sight vocabulary along

-with their numerical values and related mathematical. operations.
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Similarly, knowledge of.basicmathematicalcperations_are an

intrinsic part of basic survival in functional skills. One

dannot
,

'learn to read recipes withou't understanding liquid

and dry measurement. Similarly, one cannot learn"meal
EE,

iilan-

.ning and shopping without competence in handling money,

.making change and some budgeting skills. Reading numbers as

well as letters are very much a part of the total process

of becoming a 'reader'.

H. FUNCTIONAL READING (SURVIVAL READING)

Functional reading skills, sometimes referred to as

survival reading. are closely relaied to4\lifeskIlls curric-.7.

\ulum, focusing on essential skills necessary for survival
\ .

_

.
.

.

in todays
b

society. : There are general areas included in a
.

lifeskills curriculum which .ould apply to everyone,

emergency directions, first aid and health info-KMation and

banking procedures. Specific functional skills directly

answering neees and interests of the learner e.g. ozcupa-

tional skills, childcare skills, should be incorporated into

the learner's personal curriculum, A general outlirie of a

possible organization:bypurpose of functional skiffs follows.

Vocabulary lists are included in appendik A- to relate to

currJculuin topics discussed in Unit VII.
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1. Tellowing Directions

- road signs, cooking, childcare

- text books, sewing

emergencies, test directions.

- work nelated instructions

- kits

- voting

- first aid 4tf:3

label - food and prescriptions\

finding locations - map reading skills

2. ;Locating. References

reference books (use of table of contentsdings,

giodsary, index) .

almanac

- catalogue

- travel books

- indexes (newspaper, magazine, texts, T.V. guides)

- telephone book

,- encyclopedia

- library.

3. Forms

personal forms (driving, applications weifate-,--ineCine

-tax-i-de-dical, vocational)

- financial forms (sales slips, credit cards, bank statements,-

rent agreements, subscriptions) -------
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Instructional units can he developed around specific

topics. Reading skills, including phonic and structural

analysis techniques can be applied to core vocabularies and

reading material dealing with a lifeskills topic.

e.g. cooking cooking vocabulary lists for sight vocabulary

measurement' skills

- sequence and following directions

- shopping listsvdrawing up budgets

- nutrition, etc.
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CHECKLIST OF READING SKILLS

A. PHONETIC ANALYSIS

- Sight Word's

- Consonant & Vowel Identification

- Consonant Blends

- Consonant Digraphs

- Long Vowels, Final e

Vowel Digraphs

- Vowel Dipthongs

B. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

-.Plurals Words Ending in or es

- Plurals, Words Ending, in y_

- Plurals, Different Word Forms

- Plurals, Unchanged Forms

- Plurals, Rules

- Compound, Words

- ContraCtions

- Suffixes, Form

- Suffixes, Meanings

Prefixes; Form

- Prefixes, Meanings.

Posse,ssives, Singular

- Possessives, Plural

- Syllabication, Proceduies

- Syllabication, Rules

- Root, Words

Word'Patterns

- Abbreviations

ft

CONTEXT

- Word Identification

- Word-Meanings

- Multiple Meanings

D. SIGHT WORDS

- Familiarity With Word Frequency and

Functional Words



0 E. COMPREHENSION

Literal.

- Reading for,Details

- Recalling Sequence

- Organizing-to Show Sequence

- Main Idea

CHECKLIST OF READING SKILLS

G. STUDY SKILLS

Interpretation

- Recognizing Emotional Attitudes

- Interpretation of Facts

- Seeing Relationships

Characterization

- Predicting Outcomes

Form* Sensory Images,

Critical

'- Distinguishing Fact and Fantasy

- Distinguishing Fact and Opinion

Vocabulary

- Synonyms

- Antonyms

- Multiple Meanings

- Homonyms

F.' PUNCtICEAL fSURV1VAL) 8M. SKILLS

- Commercial Forms

- TrafficSigns

- Labels

- Health & Emergency Vocabulary

- Driving Terms

o renr---77
j.

- Court and Legal Terms.

- Cooking Vocabulary

Finance, .Banking, Credit 'Loans, etc.

Alphabetizing

- Words

Use of References

- Dictionary, Definitions

Dictionary, Guide Words

- Dictionary, Multiple Word Meanings

- Dictionary, Phonetic Spelling, Accent

- Encyclopedia, Guide Words .

- Encyclopedia, Index

- Encyclopedia, Key Topics

- Tables of Contents, Title Page.

- Publisher, Copyright, Year

Magazines, NewspaperS,

- Telephone Book

- Library _Skills, Card Catalogues

Graphic Materials

Maps

- Globes

- Diagrams

- Graphs

- Models

Organizing Information

- Outlining'

- Classifying

- .Summarizing

- Note-Taking

Skimming



UNIT VII

CURRICULUM

The following basic teaching principles as well as

those described in Section IV, 10 Basic Teaching Principles,

can assist the volunteer in determining an appropriate

curriculum. Discussion with fellow volunteers and resource

,persons is encouraged. .

SELECTING TOPICS

-- Determine wly:the learner wants to read and direct

4

the curriculum towards this goal. Reading techniques

and skills can be applied to any core curriculum. For

example, if the learner wishes to drive, begin with

driving terminology and road signs and develop further.

- Use the learner's strengths in selecting your mode of

instruction. Ifthe learner has a good visual memory,

build up a solid-sight vocabutary_firstThen_select

skills to teach that require visual memory. There are

many different routes that lead t 'reading'. Choose

the route that the learner can handle most readily.

The ultimati goal is to teach the learner to read -

use the path of least resistance!

- Base tasks and materials on experiences familiar

and relevant to the learner. Section VIII will



'desc'ribe a variety oi available instr:::ticnal materials.

Select with your learner in mind.

- Remember when selecting materials and determining the

emphasis of the curriculum; the implications of Ulmer's

research described on, page 45 of this handbook.

ORGANIZATION

- List Goals - It is helpful to keep a cumulative list of

goals and skills to be covered, specific interests and

areas of difficulty. Keep this list in an accessible

spot in your plan book and refer to it frequently. Mark

off areas covered and note the dates' hat material was

reviewed. Keep adding to this list and allow your

___curriculum-to-develop as a response to it.

- Lesson Planning

Prepare a written plan, a flexible plan, for each

forthcoming lesson. Use any format that is comfortabl

ColVin. and Root (1972) provide a sampie.1esson plan

form oftpage-54. It is helpful to check off material

covered and. note pages read during the course of the

lesion. .These. can serve as the basis for anecdotal

notes completed at home after the session. As well one

develops a cumulative record of the learners progress

"o.

facilitati ng regular review.
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When planning lessons keep in mind the following_points:

...Content - keep it meaningItil

...variety of methods.- vary the mode's of instruction

- short units of work

- pace

...level of diffiCulty - select materials that will be

challenging but not too eo.sy or too frustrating for

the learner.

- Records

Keep a brief written record of what was accomplished

in each completed lesson. Use anyone of several forms -

anecdotal, note form, etc. Recprd pertinent, observations

at home, while the Sessiod-iigilll rememb-ered7--Tiris

record will prove to be invaluable when, planning subsequent

sessions. As well, new insights or areas of difficulty

may develop when it may be inopportune to deal with them.

Inrecording these observations they may then be looked

at in a more appropriate context.

- Pacing

Pace and sequence instruction to suit the style of

the learner. Follow difficult tasks by less arduous ones.

- Personal Teaching Kit

Set up your own personal file of exercises teaching

different skills. Use one legal folder for each skill

and separate the materials according to their reading

levels. Exercise pages can be covered with acetate,.
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making them reusable. Attach an index listing alt tne

.skills'alphabetically at the beginning of the file box.

Exercises can then be easily retrieved as needed. (Edwin,

Smith, 1970)

- Review

Structure lessons to facilitate remembering. Repeat

material in different ways stressing relationships,

similarities and differences. Review regularly.

SOME POSSIBLE TOPICS TO BE INCLUDED IN A LITERACY

CURRICULUM:

- Structural reading skills

41.

- grammar

handwriting

- spelling

O-ralreading,

- recreational reading--

study skills

- auditory and visual practice

- literature appreciation

- critical reading skills

- functional or lifeskills reading

Some Consumer Curriculum Areas - Lifeskills Education-

(Cass Basic Educ. for Adults)
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- names of food items

- stores

- menus

- shopping

- weights, sizes, brands, grades

FINANCE

JOB

- payment (charge accounts, installments, C.O.D., cash,

credit, loans)

- income tax

- savings accounts, loans mortgages

- cheques - deposit and withdrawal forms

- trade terminology

- application forms

- insurances

- payroll deductionS.

HOME AND FAMILY LIFE

- homemaking' - travel first aid

----planning - hobbies - food storage

HEALTHAND.SAFET?

- house financing
4

-.helping - emergency

children - traffic-rules- leases

- contracts

budgetirig

schools

childcare

with - fire safety

homework - nutrition
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MATERIALS

A COMMERCIAL

. "The reading instruction industry is th single largest

subindustry in U.S.-education. Fortunes are being made

by people who produce massive amounts of reading curriculum

material. Paolo Freire helped Brazilian peasahts to read

in 30 hours or less-With simple low-cost materials."

(Dr. Marsha Forest, 1978, p. 3)

The message is clear but it is also foolish to continue

, to re-invent the wheel each time,someone needs one! There

is a wide variety of commercial literacy materials available,

ranging from specific exercise sheets to complete, all

inclusive sequential programs. consisting of books, duplicating

exercises, 'audio-visual material and detailed volunteer

instructions. A visit .to literacy classrooms would most

likely exhibit, (providing a specific methodology were not
,

espoused by the institution) diVerse materials throughout

the classrooms.. Teachers selett materials that hopefully

suit their own teaching style and reflect the specific needs

and interests of the student. If the decision is that a

chair is required, you will choose a 'chair that reflects
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your taste '-- from a wide variety of styles. The message is

It. simply to clearly identify the learner's needs. Then go
4).!

out an c( by all means investigate available material.

Consider expense, tide saved, suitability-and quality. Can

you produce" eqUivalent material easily? Then select wisely

and sensitively. Check out kiteracy programs (programmed

kits, training cdurses, iirogrammed exercises) with individuals

who have used them and/or search out, critiques in literacy

texts.

Two popular literacy programs are BLADE AND LAIJBACH.

A brief description and critique,follows:

BLADE (Basic Literacy for Adult Development)

This program originateddn Saskatchewan. It was

developed for use with native-people who were trying to

adjust to urban living.

,Strengths: - phonic base

- logical, spelling and reading skills are

correlated

- proviOetafor regular review and reinforcement

WeakneSies: - expensive .(over $800)9- consists of tapes,
1-;

workbooks and texts.

exclusively phonics based

- content is geared towards the interests of

people 'from the `'northlands

material contains strong middle class biases

no provision for student - generated material
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Suggestions for Use:

- This program should be use :in conjunction with

'othermaterials.

BLADE material can be borrowed at the Colonel By

Campus of Algonquin College. (281 Ea.° Drive)

It can also be used with arrangement from the

literacy program.

It consists of 4 levels each containing different

units. .A complete phonics base is introduced

at the first level, and proceeds to a grade 4

equivalent in reading skills.

LAUBACH (rhe""Sach one teach one" way).
Or

This program was initially developed to teach a language

other than-English - a language that was more phonetically
.

regular. When this method was first developed, new readers

were encouraged to pass. on their skills to family and friends.

Thus "each one teach One". The program takes a phonic approdch

to reading and requires a degree of tutor training.

Strengths: .- strong phonic base

- graded reading material

- content is oriented to adult interests

- structure encourages the learner to proceed at

his/her own pace.'

Weaknesses: - strong third world bias

no student generated material

- excludes modes of instruction other than phonic'.
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A detailed and inclusive description (as of summer'79)

of the literacy material available in the Resource Centre,

p. 121, list 1 (124 O'Connor, fifth floor) of People, Words

and Change follows. This document was compiled in July 1979

py Mary Nash. It includes:

4

.

resource books with brief descriptions

programmed and sequential skills series

diagnostic aids

audiovisual materials

programmed reading. series

- exercises for practice and review

- reading materials suitable for beginning,, adult reader

Other sources could include:

publishers lists

The Annotated "Bibliography and Rancierc 1970)

contains an excellent list.of instructional materials,

research information and literature as well as author

and publisher indexes.

- .BookstOre

University of Ottawa, Carleton University and the'High

School ofi Commerce have Adult Education and Adult

English Second Language programs. Many of the

: materials Used' in these programs can be effectively

utilized in literacy programs as well. Have a look!
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B NON COMMERCIAL MATERIAL

The functioning of our society is dependent,.on written

-

and oral language as a means of communica on. We are-
,

surrounded by,writtenjnessages; our senses are continuously
I-

bombarded by word signals. We have trained our senses to

ignore a large percentage of this verbal stimulation and

select from it only what we need.

From the perspective of literacy volunteers however,

this profusion of written language is a source 'of invaluable

and limitless reading material. Ottawa in particular, a

bureaucratic center;-offers a wealth of free, written material

on a variety of subjects% Vast sums need not be, spent on

instructional materials. Functional reading topics.

(section VI) will provide the volunteer with numerous Vt-te
,

.
, ..-..

140mil readily available orleasily produced materials%. A

.;
,

.

partial source list for non-commercial materials follows.
-

The possibilities are infinite.

1. Public and Institutional Libraries

For the price. of a' membership card,-an unlimited,
o

source of books and magazines are available for both

volunteer and learner.. The Ottawa Publis. Library will
0

provide private study space-as well if volunteer and

learner prefer to' meet in, a library atmosphere.

Resource,booklisis and a sample library pathfinder,

are included in Section VIII - C. The sample pathfinder
- .



was, made up for the Woodroffe Campus Library, Algonquin

College. However, similar classifications apply to the

Ottawa Public Libraries as well.

High interest; low vocabulary books are very difficult

to find in the libraries. A book list for adult learners

was compiled from books selected from the children's

section of the Public Library. These books dealt with

mature topics and are written for beginning readers. This

list is included in Section VIII C p. 150. University

of Ottawa and Algonquin College have good reference sections

as Well.. Look at the English as a Second Language

materials au).

2. '.Visit government and business offices, travel agencies,

employment centres, and train and bus 'stations for lithitless

supplies of brochures, form5pamphlets, information sheets

and schedules.

3% Other readily available material includes:.

- newspapers - political brochures

- magazines comics

- catalogues - instructi0,4heets

- cook books . menus

- junk mail - bank forms

4. Learner-GeneratedMaterial

Collections of writLng by the learners themselves or

dictated to volunteers. (see section V - Language Experience).
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. Volunteer-Made Material

Before producing materials, serious consideration should

be given to the time factor involved, differences in expense

and availability of suitable commercially produced material.

Cumulative files of flashCaids,,illustrations and personal

teaching kit (described in Section VII, 'Curriculum, p.107)

require minimal time and expense.. It is suggested that when

the:time and care are-taken to produce material, they be

. -

constructed of durable materials and organized so that they

may be re-used, either as review or with different learners.

This can be done, when appropriate, by covering materials

in transparent mac-tac, mounting materials on cardboard

.and by writing responses on separate paper rather than on

the original copies. Numbered flashcards plus an'

make specific words easily retrievable.
.

C
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Availability of Literacy. Material'in Ottawa

The following sources of bOth reference and reading

materials'for volunteers and learners are all available

in Ottawa.

List I page 121

This is a.descriptive list of resource materials

(worksheets, kits, tapes, books, etc.) available at

the People, Words and Change central office. This was

compiled by Mary Nash (librarian).

List, II, page 130

List II is a bibliography of recommended resource

and reference books all available in Ottawa. These

lists include books, journal articles and reference

information-from the Ottawa Public Library, University

of Ottawa Library and Algonquin College Library. This

list was compiled by Kamala Narayanan (librarian).

List III - Library Pathfinder , page 147

Following the Bibliography described in List II

is a copy of a library pathfinder to resources in

,literacy available in the Algonquin College Resource

Centre. The described subject headings, with minor

variations can be used in the other libraries referred

to in the Bibliography.

119-
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List IV ,' page 150

List IV includes suggested book lists for adolescent

and adult new-readers.° These books are all available

in the children's section of the Ottawa Public Library.
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LIST I

.PEOPLE, WORDS

AND CHANGE

Literacy Resource Materials

a variety of teachineaids, workbooks and
informative literacy bulletins

The following materials are available from the
central People, Words and Change office located
at 124 O'Connor, 5th floor (at the corner of
Laurier and O'Connor). To examine or borrow
these resources, please contact the office
prior to your visit - Telephone: 235-4368.

People, Words and Change would like to
thank Mary Nash (librarian for taking
time to make a complete inventory of our
resources. It is because of the '-
information received that the following
report- is available.

July 1979
Marie-Paule Mattice
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TEACHING AIDS

A) General

Daniel Fader., Hooked'on Books, Berkley Publishing Corp.,

N.Y.,NY. Tenth edition, 1976.
- How to learn and teach reading, and writing with pleasure.

Herbert Kohl, Reading How to, Bantam Books,.NY, N.Y:, 1973

- The natural and, easy way to help people of all ages

discover the joys of .reading.

Rosemary Sansome,,The. Oxford Junior Dictionary, Oxford

University .Press, 1978.
- A' simple and straight forward dictionary containing

approximately 4800 words. It is intended primarily -

for grade.1 -,3. Simple prounciation guides are given

for -difficult or ambiguous words...

.Albert and Loy Morehead, Webster Dictionary, new'American

handy coilege.dictionary,'New American Library 1972.

- Contains more than 100,000 definitions, includes .

abbreviations, geographical names, 'foreign words and

phrases.

Marsha Forest, Learning and Teaching with Common Sense,
Frontier College, Toronto, 1978.

- A collection of thoughts-designed as an aid for you

to deal with yourself and your student effectively 'and.

fairly.

Eastman, P.D.,'The Cat in the Hat, Beginner Books, Random

House Inc. NY, 1964,
- A beginning book' dictionary.

Language Research Inc., Learning the English Language; Book

1 & 4, Thomas Nelson & Sons Ltd., Don Mills published by

Houghton Mifflin Company.
- English as a second language, basic reading exercises.

.1
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B) Methodology

B. Chapman, et al, Mott Basic Language Skills Program Allied
Education Council publishing, Michigan U.S.A. 1976.

- Word Bank

- Consumer Buying

A picture -word' association assemblage
of 300 common nouns. Excellentvoc-
abulary developer. Ideal ESL usage.

Basic numbers and money. A
combination of reading, comprehension
and arithmetic.

- Placement Guide . : An informal screening device for
students placement within the Mott
program. Combination of written
and oral exercises. Average time to
administer the test is 14 minutes.

- Semi-programmed Sees the fundamentals of reading
series #1912.

- Semi-programmed
,series - word skills to-bottom movement, learning
#1300 - 1306 manuscript letters.

. # 1300 A Head. Start for Reading

at the language and grammar level:

Practice left-to-right movement.

# 1301

. . . # 1302

. . # 1303

. # 1304

. # 1305

. . # 1306

top-

-covets s ingle letter consonant sounds
and practices- cursive writing.
Emphasizes consonant sounds, not words.

covers short .vowel 'sounds -- single
letter, words and short sentences.

teaches K sound, consonant blends and
cluster's.

teaches lOng vowel sounds, some
digraphs and diphthongs.

reading exercise in ai; ay; y; i - .

approx. 30 short reading9 and a poem.

reading exercise in soft sounds
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J.A Dauzat, W. Ott., B.W. Kreitlow, Reading, a seqlential

program, Steck

- Books. are:

- Vaughn Co., Austin Texas 1977.

# 1100 - Prereading skills

# 1200 - sight words

# 1,500 - sight words

# 1400 -- phonics

# 1500 phonics
# 1600 structural analysis / Phonics

# 1700 - skills application

Kirk Laubach, The New Streamlined English Series_liew-Readers
Preis, Syracuse NY 1969.

It is_a-baslc-rt-gaing and Writing course featuring a memory
aid device using pictures with superimposed letters to
associate sound with sight. All skill books include a
reading book of short stories.

Book I
Book II .

. 'Book III

sounds and names of letters
- short vowel sounds

long' vowel sounds.
0

C) Diagnostic Approaches

B. Chapman,,et al, Mott Basic Language Skill Program,
Placement Guide, Allied Education Council; Michigan USA 1976.

- informal screening device, administering time is 14 minutes.

Ruth Colvin and Jane Root, Reading Evaluation - Adult

Diagnosis (READ) Literacy Volunteers of America (LVA)
Syracuse, NY 1976.
A test for assessing adult student reading needs and

progressl.

Richard Burnett (Dr.) , The Adult Basic Reading Inventory,
Scholastic Testing Service.Inc. , Ilkipois 1966.

- For use in identifying' individual capabilities in

learning to read. Identifies absolute versus functional

illiterates.
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AUDIO = VISUALS

ayInformation Brochuies

DEC Films, Development Education Centre, Supplement
,catalogue 1977, Toronto.

'1978 - 1979 Catalogue, DEC Library, Development Education'
Centre, Toronto.

Learninlediscuss-ion guide teacher education , the
Ontario Mitational Communications Authority, Toronto 1977.
- Learning language consists of nine fifteen-minute,
teleVision programs aimed to show the importance of
language in school to teachers.

b) General

Literacy Content Analysis, Literacy Working Group st.
Christopher House, Toronto, 1977
- A slide presentation (80 slides & 1 cassette tape) on

content analyst's of literacy and English second language
materials. Available in French and avid English.

Rainbow Word Builders, Kenworthy educational service, Inc.,
Buffalo N.Y. 195.0
- An instructional game to teach basic fundamentals of
phonetics. \

OTHERS- .

Dictionary Occupational Titles 1965. Voltime 1 Definition
of Titles, Third Edition, Washington DC U.S.A.

The Canadian Directory to.Foundations and Granting Agencies,
1978, Fourth Edition, Association of Universities and.
Colleges of Canada, Ottawa.
- Describes Canadian, American and international founaations,
,trusts.andgranting agencies.-

G.R. Rancier f W.M. Brooke,Ahnotated Bibliography, Dept. of
Regional Economic Expansion, 1970. Ottawa,
- An annotated bibliography of adult basic education.

Owen G. Snider, An Annotated Bibliography of Selected Resources
in Adult Basic' Education, Alberta Vocational Centre, 1978,
grade equivalency 1 9..

6.
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Ethel, E. Anderson, Annotated A.B.E. Bibliography, Movement
for. Canadian Literacy, Toronto 1978.
- 'Comprehensive listing of materials currently in use to
workers in the 0 - grade 9 level's of adult basic education
programs in Canada.

John Fisher, Money isn't everything, Management and Fund
Raising Centre, Publishi . TO

-survival manual for non profit organizations. Deals
with problems affecting non-profit group's today and
provides practical and workable solutions.

E.E. Anderson et al, Directory of Adult Basic Education
Programs in Canada, The,Movement for Canadian Literacy.
Toronto 1978.
- A directory of present - day Canadian literacy programs

at the 0 grade - 8 grade level. Prepared to help
potential students, referral agencies and adult education
personnel.

Flannagan, Mary & Cheryl Moore, Materials for Adult Basic
Reading, Ontario Library Review Dec. 1977 p. 280 - 287.

Johnson, Mary, The ABC's, International Centre, Clarity
Books,, Winnipeg, Manitoba, 1978.
-'The learning of basic letter sounds. and the reading of

simple words and sentences._ Basic phonics for adults.
-

Johnson, Mary, Foundation for Literacy, part 1 4 2
International Centre; Clarity Books, Winnipeg, Manitoba
1978.
- Part 1 combined'spelling workbook & reference,includes
sentences to read and write. e

- Part II- Advanced spelling patterns.

RESEARCH

1977- 1978 Annual Re ort of Laubach Literac International
Winter 1978 Syracuse, NY. NO1 18 No. 2

Declaration of Nrsepolis, International symposium for
Literacy 1975, International Co-ordination Secretariat
for Literacy, Paris. r

Literacy: Charitable'enterprise or political right,-
Literacy Working group, St. Christopher House, Toronto, 1977.



Audrey,M. Thomas, Adult Literacy in the Seventies, conference
fepo7t, Movement for Canadian Literacy, Toronto 1978.

World Literacy of Canada symposium, original draft transcript
from the tapes 1974.

arn-Aboutt-erzLiteracy of Canada Toronto.
A development education resource pkg. on the problem of
illiteracy.

R.E. Adams, A learning and teaching experience, New Start-1975,
Dept. of Regional Economic Expansion, Ottawa.

WORKBOOKS & EXERCISE SHEETS

Looking at words, Educational Developmental Laboratories Inc.
1968 Huntington, NY.
- Teaches in exercise forth,how to use context clues, meaning

from dictionary and how to recognize and write different
forms of words.

Exercise Sheets on a number of common reading difficulties.
.

They include . . .

P / t; ; j / I
1 / g .

; p ; / )' ; /n, m, nk
y .

; v / w ; w ; f / v
g , ; m ; f

; c
n .

D. McCormack and M. Finocchiaro, Oral English, level 1 -

elementary English, Centre Educatif ct Culturel Inc., 1967
- Workbook for .E.S.L. students, places
ihto concrete rorm what hasbaiready been learned Orally,
sees patterns of language and phonics.

.

C.141-. Martin, Introduction to Canadian English; Book 1 & 2
Dept. of the Provincial Secretary and Citizenship; Toronto
1968.

- Helps students practise their English orally and written
form:' For English Second Language Students.

M.S. Robertson, Adult Reader, Steck,liaughn Co. Austin Texas
1964. -

- The book was prepared for teaching adult' beginners to
read. It's centered around specific adult topics.
Exercises for each topic are provided.

Edwards, George & Rosalind,. Reading through-Phonics, Book 4,
J.M. Dent t Sons Ltd., Don Mills 1966
- The book emphasizes oral and auditary training through
pictorial association. A step-by-step progression in
word analysis..
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. (Jilin W. Leavell, New' Goals in Reading, Steck Vaughn Co. .

Austin-Texas 1960 ,

- Workbooks composed of short stories and exercises in
leading,comprehension.

Cynthia Dee Buchanon, Programmed Reading, for adults
McGraw Hill Co. Toronto 1966.

A collection of workbooks each looking at a.d7ffe-eft),
reading

Book 1
Book'4
Book S.

Book 7
Book 6
Book 8

- the-letters of the alphabet
- Sentence Reading
- Paragraph Reading
- Content Analysis
- Consecutive Paragraphs
- Functional Reading

Newcomer News, Ministry of'Culture Et Recreation Toronto
1978. "Published by Ontario Citizenship.Branch.
- A free monthly graded English newspaper designed to
help acquire reading skills. .

Reader's Digest Reading Skill: Practice Pad 2, The
Reader's.Digest Ass. Ltd. Montreal- 1969.
- Prepared to help emphasize major reading skills from
phonics analysis to structural analysis to word meani

Reader's Digest Reading Skill: Practice Pad
Digest Ass. Ltd. Montreal 1979.
- Teaches word analysis and comprehension as

provide multi- purpose' exercises.
t

ng.

3, The Aeader's

well as

Reader's Digest Advanced Reading Skill: PracticePad
Intermediate grades, Reader's Digest Ass. Ltd. Mtl. 1969.
- A supplement to the. skill builder program.

Myron Woolman, Ph. D, Reading in High Gear, sgA (Science
Research AssOciates), Don Mills, Ont. 1967
- The accelerated progressive choice reading program kit:

Cycle 1 Instructor's manual
1 Cycle I, 1 Cycle II, 2 Cycle II-

Jewel Varnado'& Philip J. Gearing, English Lessons for
Adults, Harcourt,Brace-& World Inc., New York 1967.
=5:7131gt of reading lessons, practice and review

exercises. eg. suffixes, synonyms, capital letters,
plural forms, vowels and rhyming words,

-

3,4

1
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,

,

.,Robert .Lado, Lido English Series,'Workbook 2, Canadian
-editioti adapted for Canadian schools, Centre Educatiff-
et.Culturel'Inc., Montreal 1971.
- it complete cOurselmjEnglish as a second language,

' .

H.A.' Smith $ I.L.K. Wilbert, How to Read Better, Steck m_

Vaughn Co.', Austin, Tixas 1964.
- Thit book shows' ihe.iechanics of reading through stories

and iscus i, :ook --1-andLEook,Z.

.

.

-------4-Educational DevelopmentayLabOratories Inc., Looking at
Words, C - 1. Iliessont l'-..25;AcGram- Hill, Huntington,

-,

New York 1.968 . -'. .

-.This workbo4 spent tim&ropcontext clues,' word. meaning
.

1from the dicionary.and Various forms Of words. Each
lesson has -recognition sentences, use of.;../ord meaning
exercises, practice; application and writing.

M.S. Robertson, learning and writing English, Steck
Vaughn Co., Aus in, Texas.

- The workbook i cludes subjects usually taught at a grade
3 and .4 level g,: numbers, letters, possessive foris,
negative words as well as,leiter writing.

Ste 's to'Learnin bok 2,. Stea Vaughn Co., Austin,
Texas 1965.

- Enables the reader to m4ster words, apply word clues,
recognize sound. It helps develop oral abilities,
reading 4 writing skills as well as number skills.

Jewe Varnado, English Essentials, Steck Vaughn Co..,
Au ti Texas 19641

ook form teiching sentences, capitaliz ation,
punctuation, grammar, pronouns, verbs, adjectives ...etc.

0.



LIST II

BIBLIOGRAPHY

PEOPLE, WORDS and CHANGE

Adult Education Materials

(Basic adult resource available in the
Ottawa area)

People, Words and Change would like
to. thank Kamala Narayanan
(librarian) for volunteering her
time to research the information
enclosed in this.document';

July
Literacy Program.
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428;4
S644

428-4
091

ADULT EDUCATION

RESOURCES.

July 1979

Location:. Ottawa-'Public Library

The resources identified in this
document are available from any
of the Ottawa Library Branches
and under those branches' lending
policies.

AdultEducation.Programs

Smith, Carl Bernard
Getting People to Read; volunteer
programs (work)
N.Y., Dela Corte Pr.'1973.
Redding, Remedial Teaching

Teaching Aids

Otto, Wayne
(Teaching Adults to Read
Boston, Houghton Mifflin 1967
Reading - Remedial Teaching

372-4 Developing functional basic reading
D489 skills . .

Pittsburgh Stanwin House, 1970
a guide for teachers

.428-6 Guyton, Mary LoUise A

0986, From words to stories: a reading book
in simple English for men and women
N.Y. Noble 1951

372-4 Pitman, Sir James
P685 Alphabets and Reading: the initial

teaching alphabet
London, Pitman 1969



.028"

A237a

808-5 Elocution
S954

speech, elocution

L941
808-5

428-6
D622er

, 428-43
K63

Alder, Mortimer j.
How to Read a Book
New York Simon Schuster 1972

Avery, Elizabeth
First principle of Speech
Training N.Y. Appleton 1956

Luck, Gordon
A guide to practical speech
training. London Barriq,&
Jenkins 1975.

Dixon, R. J.
Elementary reader in English for
the foreign born; with exercises
for conversation and study.
'N.Y. Rejents Pub. Co. 1950

Klaesar, Barbara
Reading Improvement:
course for increasing
comprehension.
Chicago Nelson,- Hall
Developmental reading.

a complete
speed and

1977

Literacy

372-4 Johnson, Mary
J68 Programmed-ialiteracy in our schools

Winnipeg,'.2Clarity'Books, 1970
Reading (Elementary)

372-4
8658

025-54
L986r

Blum'enfeld, Samuel L.
The new illiterates-how you-can
keep your culd from becoming one.
N.Y. Arlington House.1973
Reading Elementary, Phonetic Method.
Whole word.

Others -

Lyman, Helen H.
Reading and thQ,Adult New Reader'
Chicago ALA..1976
Libraries and new librates
Reading Adult Ed.
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N.Y. American Book Wright, Audrey L.
Practice your English all
English ED.
N.Y. American Book 1960

1969 Wings of Wonder
428-6 J.R. Linn et al Toronto: Holt
W772 Rinehart and Winston

..

R , The Treasury Reader's
428-6 Toronto. Ryerson Press
T784

R R R Authorized. by Ministry'of
428-6 ,428-6 428-6 Education Tor..Eaton T14 Ontario.
059 059a 059b Readers

1st, 2ng, 3rd, 4th books in
library.

428-4
L484

Leedy, Paul D.
Reading Improvement for Adults
New York McGraw Hill 1956.
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ADULT EDUCATION

RESOURCES

July 1979

\Location: University of Ottawa

The resources identified in this
document are available from the
university library and under that
institution's lending policy.

Adult Education Programs

LC5254 Canadian Associalion.for Adult
"C32 Education How to start an adult
1967 education proarar

Toronto, CAAE 19(7

LC5515 Cross, Kathryn P.
'C76 Planning nontraditional programs

San Francisco, Jossey-Bass, 1974

1971 Tough, Allen M.
LC5219 The Adult's learning projects - a

'T55 fresh approach to theory and
practice in,adult education.

LC5219 Canadore College of Apllied Arts and
'C36 Technology, Con4nuing Education

Division. Learner at the centre;
a project in the management of
learning.
North Bay, Ontario,-Canadore College
of Continuing Education. Deals with
innovation approaches to adult basic
education. /-

LC5254 Canada Dept. of Regional Economic
'C2C2713 Expansion.

`The Adult learner; adult basic
education in the Canada New Start
Program.
Ottawa 1974

- 13



Adult Education Handbooks

LC5219 Dickinson,' Gerry

'DS Teaching Adult: a handbook for'

instructors. Toronto. New Press 1973

LB1732_ Algonquin Collefe of Applie Art

'A43 Technology Staft Develop t.

Teachers of adults program handbook.
Toronto Ministry. of Colleges and
Universities 1976.

LC5219 National AssocL,tion for public

'N2485 Continuing and Jdult Education%s.
How Adults can learn more faster.
a practical handbook for adult
students.
Washington NAPCAE 1961

LCS219
'C27

Canada Dept. of Aanpower and
Immigration Training Research
and Development-Station, ,

Handbook of.adult curriculum
development. Prince Albert, 1974

Teaching Aids

LC5219 Langerman, Philip D.

'L3 You can be a suc:essful teacher of
adults: National Association for
Public Continuing and Adult
Education's authoritative source
book and information guide.
*Washinton NAPCAE, 1974

LC5219 Davis, Larry N.

D37 Planning, conducting', evaluating_
workshops: a practitioner's guide
to adult education.
Austin.

LC5219
'S4

The Second Treasury of techniques
adults.
edited by Virginia B. Warren.
NAPCAE 1970



LB1732 UniVersity of Saskatchewan. College

'USS. of Education. .Continuing Education
program.
The teaching of adults series for A
beginning and part time instructors
and program planners.
Saskatoon, University of Sask. 19,76

LC5219 Verduin, John R.

'V46 Adults teaching adults: Principles
and strategies. ,

Austin.-- Teaching concepts 1977
r

7:4:60-82
vol.7 no .4
p.g.-60-80

Literacy

McTeague,-Frank .

Developing, literacy ski=lls in
adolescents and adults. TESL
(Teaching English as Second.
Language. Talk.

6:1-11 j '1975 Johnson, M.
Reading and writing: adults.
TESL Talk

LC5215 Srinivisan, Lyra.
'S7 Perspectives,on non formal adult

learning functional education for
individual community, and national
development.
New York WorldEducation, 1977

10:3:34.-43 '77

9:1:53-58
Winter '78

33:5:721:731
\, May '77

9

Bower, John
Functional Adult Education for
rural people. Communication
research and feedback.
Convergence

McGee, Donna
Reading skills for basic literature.
TESL Talk

Girard, Claude
Adult beginners course in E.S.L.:
a solan approach Can Modern Language,
Review

- 136 -
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8:4:33-42
Winter 75 -76'

aft

LC5254-2
Q7L25
1973

: LC5305
T34'.

1978

'5254
7

Gannon, ROdger
English Language education of West
Indian migrants to Canada. English

Lallez, Raymond
The TEVELC case: an experiment in
education using .the multi-media
system.
Paris, UNESCO, 1973.

Reports

Thomas, Audrey M-
Aatlt literacy in the seventies. a
,report of a Canadian workshop on
adult basic and literacy education.
Toronto, Movement for Canadian
Literacy, 1978

Learning
Canadian Association for Adult
Education, Toronto 1.76 .

Educational Sciences: Their
relevance to fAult training in
Canada.
Ottawa, Ontario Ministry of Manpower
.and Immigraticn March 1976.

L906 Continuing education directory;
'M4C6 courses, programs and activities 1969

Toronto, Metropolitan Toronto
Library Board.' V. Quarterly

LC5254
:C2A4

Algonquin College of Applied Arts.
An anthology of contributions to
Basic Education Conference, May 11,
12, 13, 1972.
Edited by John H. Owens.

LC5254 Canadian Commision for UNESCO.
'C36 Recommendations on the development

of adult education.
Ottawa 1976. Text in English and
French.
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Bibliographies

Ref. Anderson, Ethel E.
25814 Annotated adult basic education:
'A24A67 n bibliolgraphy / Toronto: Movement
1978 for Canadian Literacy. 1978'

Ref. Rancier, Gordon J.
Z5814 An annotation bibliography of adult
'A24R3 basic education. .

1970 Ottawa, Queen's Printer. 1970

Z5814 ,Ohliger,.John
'A24044 .Media and adult learning: a

1975 . bibliography with.abstracts,
annotations and quotations.
'New 'York, Garland 1975

25814 Neal, Kenneth W.
'A24N4 Teaching methods in further education:
1972 a bibliography.

' 2nd edition Wilmslow, K.W. Neal, 1972.

Z5814 Neal, Kenneth William
'A24N4 Teaching method in further education.
1972 a bibliography.

Wilmslow, Cheshire 1972.

LC5215 Daye, R.H.
'D384 Lifelong education and the school,

Abstracts and Bibliography.
Hamburg. UNESCO. Institute.of'
Education 1973.

Periodicals

LC Periodicals
5254 Canadian. Journal of University
'C35 Continuing Education 1974

formerly Dialogue,

LC Convergence
5201 An interantional journal of adult
'C65 education

Toronto, Ontario International
Council for Adult. Education' 1968.



1:2:7 -12 'A research / teaching strategy for
July 1977 use with non-English speaking

children..

Stott, Dennis. Jour-mai f

Practica1,4ilicatiOn.

Audio - Visual

KIT Implications for teaching (KIT)
, .LC 5219 Concept. ,Media 1973

'156 2 audio tape cassettes
1 filmstrip 2 manuals
Contains specific teaching.
teaching techniques designed to
overcome factors affecting learning
ability of elderly.

Teaching adult basic educatiOnp
program of videotapes and written
materials for Teachers and
Administrators.
OISE with Ontario Edudational
Communication, Authority and
Ryerson Polyte:hnical Institute.

J
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ADULT EDUCATION

.RESOURCES

July 1979

,e
Location: Algonqui n College Library

The resources identified in this
document are available from the
Woodroffe Campus resource centre
of Algonquin College or via your
nearest College. campus.

Adult Education Programs

LB Smith, Carl Bernard.
'1050.5 GettingPeople to read: volunteer
S4S6 programs that work.

New York, Delacorte, 1973. A useful
actimpriented guide. American.

LB Judson, Horace'
1050.5 The techniques of reading. an
J8 integrated program for improved
1972: comprehension and speed N.Y.

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich 1972

Teaching Aids

LB Flesch, Rudolph Franz.
1573 Why Johnny_ can't read and what you
F55 can do about it. New York,.Harper,

1955. A home teaching guide for
the phonetic method. With word.
lists and illustrated letter charts.

LB Pope, Lillie -

1050.5 Guidelines to teaching remedial
P62 'reading.. Rev., 2nd. ed. Brooklyn
1975 N.Y. Book-Lab, 1975.

Recommended for assisting. those
. with reading disabilities.

LC - Johnson, Mary, The ABC's: an
5225 alphabet'and Basic .phonics book for
R4J6 adults and children, Winnipeg

International Centre 1977 31 p. illus.



LC Johnson; Mary

5225 Foundation for. Literacy, Winnipeg

S6J6 International Centre 1976

PE1143 - Fergus, Patricla M.
F4. Spelling improvement: a program for

self instruction. New York, McGraw-
Hill 1964

PE Lauback, Franck
1449 Streamlined English;' word lists,
L38 Syracuse N.Y. Lauback Literacy

PN Kohl, Herbert
83 Reading, how to New York Dutton 1973"
K7

LB ColVit, Ruth J.
1050.5 Tutor; techniques used in the teaching
C65- of reading, handbook for teaching

basic reading to adults and teenagers,
LVA Syracuse N.Y. 1976

LB Colvin, Ruth J.
1050 READ Reading evaluation - adult
C65 diagnosis; a test for assessing

adult. student-reading needs and
progress (LVA) Literacy Volunteers
of America Inc:, Syracuse'N.Y. 1976

LC Johnson, Mary. Building the Foundation;
5225 a Bas.ic. literacy course. Winnipeg,
R4J63 ' International Centre 1973

LB' Aukerman, Robert C., Approaches to
\ 1525 L beginning reading, Aukerman J.

A84 Wiley 1971

LB Gordon, SO1,-Si.gns Series.' Syracuse
1576 N.Y. New Readers Press 1971
G67' (remedial teaching)

LB

1573 \\.
\\

1975

1

Harris, Albert Josiah, How to increase
readingilitL; a guide to'develop-
ment and remedial methods, New York
D. McKay Co. 1975



. k

LB Dechant, Emerald,V., Improving the

1573 teaching of Reading. Englewood

D345 Cliffs, 4.J. Prentice-Hall 1970

1970

Literac

LC Grabauski, Stanley M., Paulo F'reire:
5219' a revolutionari'dilemma for the adult
G67 educator - addresses essays, lectures.

Syracuse Unive'sity Publications in
CE 1972.

LC Grebelsk., Ora From illiteracy to
5257 literacy English edition, Israel
I 8E7 contribu'ion to the international

education year 1970. Unesco 1970

LC Smith, Eowin H., Literacy education
1045 for adolt:scent3 and adults; a
S57 teacher' resource book, San

Francisco. Bo id & Fraser Pub.
Co. 1.970 :

RepOrtl,

LC Thomas, Audrey M. Canadian adult basic'
5254 , .

education and .iteracy activities:.
C24093 'a digest': Toronto; World Literacy of

Canada, 1976. A.survey with statistics
of Canadian pi.' blems, listing agencies
andactilities.

LB Solan, Harold A. -- --

_1051 Thepsrhology of-learning and reading
S6445 difficulties. New York Simon and

Schuster 1973.

LB
_ _-

--National-- Conference on Dyslexia,

1050.5 Philadelphia 1966. Dyslexia;
N3 diagnosis and treatment of reading
1966aa disorders._ Saint Louis,' Mosby 1968'

- 142', -
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LB Calkins, Eloise 0. Reading forum;
1050.5 a collection of reference papers
C27 concerned with readingchsability,

Maryland, National Institute of
'Neurological Disease and Stroke 1976

LB Smith,- Edwin H., Teaching reading
1050.5 to adults, Washington, Association

.5493 for Public Continuing and Adult
`Education 1962

REF LB
1050.5
C44

Bibliographies

Chicorel, Marietta; ed.,,Chicorel
abstracts to reading and learning
disabilities: (periodicals) New
York, Chircorel Library Publ.
Corp. Annual.

REF LB , Chicorel, Marietta, ed. Chicorel
,050.5 index to readihg and learning

.

C45 disabilities: An annotated guide:
books. New York, Ghicorel Library
Publ. Corp. Annual.

Periodicals

As the collection builds, material such as clippings,
pamphlets, reprints etc, will be kept in the
INFORMATION FILES.

Please Ask for this at the Information Desk..

Some MAGAZINES and NEWSPAPERS:

Convergence sj,Journal of Reading

English J.ournal

English Quarterly
I

- 143

Times Educational
Supplcment



G. These INDEXES will help you find-magazine articles:

Canadian Education Index Education Indek

Canadian 'Periodical Index library Literature
.

ERIC (Educational. Re-' . Readers' Guide to

sources Information Periodical Literature-

Cent14) - Resources Social .Sciences Index

in.EduCatiOn
,

4teracy. -Torontoi\tanadian Project for Adult Basic and
Literacy Education, 1977.' A magazine with news items

and information for those'invelved in adult baiic

education and literacy training.

.

,

Adult.\Education HandboOks

LB Smith, Edwin H.,

1050.5 Teaching readinig to adults.

S493 Washington,. National Association
for Publictontinuing and Adult,
Education, 1962., A manual for
teachers with some helpful
suggestions and lists of materials.

LC Otto, Wayne. Teaching Adults to

5225 Read. Boston, Houghton Mifflin,

R4 088, 1967.- A useful introductory. .

handbook, with lists of suggested
materials.amCpractical guidanci.

tt.

LB e Ruchlis, Hyman.

1050.5 Guidelines Co education of non-

R82 readers. Broolyn N.Y., Book-Lab,

)./.
1973. An,exce.lent manual for
teachers, with tips on teaching
and setting-up programs, and

.1. case histories. Some American bias.

PE Allen, Robert .ivingston

1135 English sounds and their spellings;

A4. a handbook for teachers and students,
New York Crowell 1966

, .

LB
1050.5
L37

.

Leedy, Paul D., A key to better
reading, N.Y'., McGraw-Hill 1968.

.- 144 -



4D ,

Others '

PE Einsenson, John,
1137 The improvement of voice and diction,
E53 New York MacMillan 1965.
1965

PE English Language Services, Inc., the
1449 Key' to English Vocabulary :

E5 glossaries, vocabularies London,
, Collier - Mackfillan 1965 125 p.

PE Dr-61e, William D.
1145.2 The way to spell; a guide.for the
D7: hesitant speller.. Chandler pub.

Co. Science'Research Associates, 1967

P Deen, Howard H.
90 Effective Communication; a guide to
D4 reading, writing, speaking and
1961° listening, N.J. Prentice-Hall 1961

'PE Flesch; RudolZ Frenz
1408 , A new way to better English, New York
F4779 Harper & Row 1958 (readability-

literary style)
. .

.

LB Leedy, Paul D
1050 Reading improvement for adults
L4 New York, McGraw-Hill, 1956

LB Raueson, Margaret B.
1050 Developmental language disability;
R34 adult accompl:.shments of dyslexic

boys, Baltimore Johns Hopkins Press,
1968.

Z . Lyman,' HeleWhiguenor
716.45 - Reading and tie adult new reader,
L932 Chicago American Library Association,

1976.

LB Ruchlis, Hyma; , Guidelines to
1050.5 education of non readers, Brooklyn,
R82 Book - Lab 1973

- 145 -



LB Conavan P.

1050 Developing reading skills, Allan

.5 and Bacon, Boston, 1968

C29

LB Gons, Roma

1573 Common sense in teaching reading

G24 .
Indianapolis, Bobbs-- Merrill, 1963.
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.1*

LIST in

LITERACY:

a pathfinder

to resources available in

Algonquin College. Resource Centre

Materials (books,
dealing with this
SUBJECT CATALOGUE

English Language

..English' Language

English Language

Illiteracy

Libraries and New

Woodroffe Campus

September 1978

cassettes, films, slides, etc.)
subject are listed in the
under these^headings:

- Alphabet

- Orthography

Spelling

- Phonetics

Literates

Reading and its many subdivisions

eg Reading Ability .

Reading (Adult Education),
Reading Disability
Reading (Elementary)
Reading (Primary)
Reading- Remedial T \ching
Reading - Study & Teaching

2. Items in this field are shelv

BF. 456
.R?

LB 1049.95
LB 1050
LB 1050.5
LB 1525

. LB 1573
LB 1576
.LC 4028
LC 5225

under these CALL NUMBERS:

- Psychology of Readi

Educational aspects: -

e.g. Reading (\duit Education)
Reading Disability
Reading - Remedial Teaching

- 147 -
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,-
.3

RC 423
p 496

. .A6

Z 716.45

Medical aspects: -

viz. 'communicative disorders

- Libraries and New Literates .

3. REFERENCE BOOKS, such as dictionaries and
encyclopedias, useful in this,subject:

REF LB 1050.5 .C44 Chicorel,'Marietta, ed.
Chicorel abstracts to, reading
and learning disabilities.
Periodicals . New York,
Chircorel Library Publ. Corp.
Annual.

REF LB 1050.5 .C45 Chicorel; Mirietta, Trol-v-Chicbrel
index to reading and learning
disabilities: an annotated guide:
books. New York, Chicorel
Library Publ. Corp. Adnual.

4. As the collection builds, material such as....q413Fings,

pamphlets, reprints, etc. will be kept in the
INFORMATION FILES.

Please ask for this at the Information Desk.

5. Some MAGAZINES and NEWSPAPERS:

Convergence-- Journal of Reading
English Journal Literacy
English Quarterly Times Educational

Supplement

6. These INDEXES will help you find magazine articles:

Canadian Education Index
Canadian Periodical Index
.ERIC (Educational Resources

Information Centre) -
Resources in Education

Education Index
Library Literature
Readers' Guide to Periodical
.Literature

Social Sciences Index

- 148 -
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PLEASE NOTE:

I) You can borrow our materials via your nearest
Algonquin College Campus Resource Centre or
Community Education Office., Tbese are listed
in the telephone directory.

"II) Lorsque nous,atirons acquis une qUantite
suffisante de materiaux de ressources de
langue frangaise, nous publierons un
depisteur. Entre-temps, le personnel du,
bureau des renseignements se fera un
plaisir de vous servir et de vous aider
dans la langue de votre choix.

When.we have succeeded in our efforts to
`acquire sufficient French materials-for
the collection, a relevant pathfinder
wjLl be produced in French. In the meantime,
InforMation Section staff can provide
personal guidance in French to the use of
our resources.
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LIST IV

'Books Available at the Ottawa Public Library

_What follows is a bibliography sele7..ted from the
children's section of the Ottawa Public Library. The
smbjects of these books may-be of interest to adults
and adolescents, beginning reading. They are arranged
by subjectand an _indication of difficulty is given.
(e.g. - level 1:: grade I minimal reading skills;
level 3 = equivalent to grade 3, basic -reading skills
mastered.)

ART .

The 'Art of Ancient Greece, Shirley Glubok.
(level 3) Well illustrated, large print, well

spaced, informative.

Paul Klee;' Emest Raboff, 1968.
(level 3) Colour reproductions.

HOBBIES

Photography - Close-Up, D.J. Herda, 1977.
(levels'4., 5) Informative, clearly written.

Kites, Larry Kettelkamp, 1959.
(Level's 3,4) History, varieties, aerodynamics.

Making. Things -'A Handbook of Creative Discovery, Bk. 2,
(levels,4,5,6,) Ann Wiseman, 1975. Toys, weaving, I

macrame, well diagramed.

Bird Feeders and Shelters You Can Make, Ted- S .Petit.--
(level 4) Good diagrams, but woodworking experience
would be useful.

Backyard Flowers, (Beginnirig knowledge Series).
(level 4) (same series as above, American birds.)



BIOGRAPHIES

Donny and Marie Osmond, Constance Van Brunt McMillan.
(levels 3,4) many photographs, similar to a movie
magazine.

Modern Women Superstars, Bell Gutman.
(level 4) Short biographies of athletes.

The Mysterious Rays, Nancy Beglahn, 1977.
(level 4) Marie Curie.

Women at Their Work, Betty Lou English, 1977
(levels 3,4) Short photo biographies of women in
-different professions.

SPORTS

Basketball Players Do Amazing, Things, Mel] Cebulash, 1975
(level 3) Real pictures, large, heavy print.

Ken Dryden, Fred McFadden
(level 4) Real phoiogriphs but simplified information
geared to a child.

.

Bobby,Hull, Superstar, Scott Young.
(level 4) Inforthative.

. Danger White-Water, Otto Penzler, 1976.
(levels 3,4) Beautiful colour photos, mature, informative.

.1s7diving, ed. by Dr. Howard. Schroeder, 1978.
(level 3) Colour photos:

Hand Gliding, Dorothy Childers Schmitz, 1978

FICTIC

Mad Scientists, Ian Thorne.
(levels 3,4) Illustrations from films such as Jekyll

and Hyde.

Peanuts-Treasury, Charles M. Schulz'.
(all levels) Pages and pages of Peanuts cartoons,

Favorite Fairy Tales TQ1di-nRussia
11, " Norway

m---- 11, It It "'I Sweden
If II II If France, Retold by Virginia

Haviland.
(level 3) Short stories.

- 151 -
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FICTION (cont.)

The Little Prince, Antoine de Saint-Exupery.
(level 4 to adult)

The Great Balloon Race, Gommaan Timmermans.
(levels 3,4) Cartoon strip style.

The Deadly Diamonds, Laurence and Irene Swinburne, 1977
(leyel 4) Five short stories of diamonds and their curses.

, SCIENCE

\-

Energy Its Past, Its Present and Its Future, Martin J.

Gutnik.
(levels 4,5) Geared to children

/The, Earth Book, Gary Jennings.
.levels 5,6) Beautiful photos, mature subjects.

Think Metric, by Franklyn M. Branley.
(level 5) InformatiVe.

Find :,the Constellations, A.A.' Rey

(level 4)

Dreams, Larry Kettelkamp.
(levels 4,5) Dream research, large,print.

The Calendar, Irving and'Ruth Adlen.
(levels 4,5) "The Reason'Why Books" series.

The Origins of Man, John Napien, 1968.
(level 5)

Surprising Facts 7 About Our World and Beyond,
Gardner Soule.
(levels 6,7)

TRAVEL

Around the World in Eighty Days, John Burningham, 1972
(levels 3,4) Many illustrations, few words,'2-3 lines -

per page, mature content.

This is Edinburgh, Miroslav Sasek, 1961
(levels 2,3) Only 2 lines per page, many illustrations,

informative.



COOKING

Let's Bake Bread, Hannah Lyons"Jobnson.
(level 3) Well illustrated (geared for children),

step by step instructions, few words.

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

Things Around the House, Herbert Zim
(levels 3,4) Explains electrical and plumbing systems

with diagrams. Also' appliances, doorbells,
.etc.. Huge, well spaced writing with
clearly labelled.diagrams.

Telephone Systems, Herbert Zim, James A. Skelly.
(levels 3,4)

Hoistsl Cranes and Derricks, Herbert Zim, James
A. Skelly.

(levels 3,4)

Millions of Cars-From Drawing Board to Highway,
Hal Butler.,

(levels 4;5) Real Photographs..

MacDonald FirSi Library Series
The Story of ears
Towns and Cities,
Deserts
(level 2),

Starters,
(level' 1) Geared to children,, bright illustratiOns,

nicer than readers.

Compiled by Judith Bernstein 1979
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BIBLIO,GRAPHY

_Reference List'

1. BROOKE, W. M. & RANCIER, An annotated Bibliography of Adult

Basic Education, Dept. of Reg. & Econ. Expansion,
Queen's Printer, Ottawa, 1970

2. CASS, A. .Basic Education for Adults. New York: Associated

Press, 1971.

3. COLVIN, R. J., & ROOT, J. H. Tutor. Techniques Used in the

Teaching of Reading: A Handbook for Teaching Basic

Reading to .4dults and Teenagers. Chicago; Follet

Publishing Co., 1972.

. OLCH-, E. W. The Psychology'and Teaching of Reading.

Champlain, Illinois: Garrard Press, 1951.

Appendix A,- p. 507-8'

REST, M. Learning and Teaching with Common Sense.

Tor to: Frontier College, 1978. (Free copies avail-

able: Frontier College,,31 Jackes Ave., Tor.)

6. FRY, E. B. A Readability Graph for Librarians. School

Libraries, Fall 1969, part I, 16, pp. 13 - 16.

7. HEILMAN, A. W. Phonics in Proper Perspective. (2nd ed.)

Columbus, Ohio:. Merrill Publ. Co., 1968.

8. KOHL, H. Reading, How To. New York: Bantam Books, 1973

9. LANIER, R. B., & DAVIES, A. P. Developing Comprehension

through Teacher-made Questions.
Reading Teacher, Nov. 1972, 26, part 2.



\,

10. La PRAY,.M. &_ROSS, R. The Graded Ward List: Quick Gauge
of Reading Ability. 'Journal of\Reading, Jan. 1969,
12, No. 4, pp. 305 -.3074

11. MARYLAND STATE DEPT. OF EDUCATION, Functional.Reading,
Vol.-,1 and 2,.A Resource Guide forTeachers.
Balto, Maryland: A publication of the division. of
instruction. 1975-- 76. (not available in Ottawa. -

P.OI.Box 8717, Balta.:Md., 21240)

\

12. MATTICE, M. Program.Overview. People, Word6 and Change,
. literacy Project, Algonquin College,L1979.

13. OTTO, W., & FORD, D. Teaching Adults to Read. .\

Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1967. \

14. SMITH, E. Literacy Education for Adolescents and\Adults:
A teacher's resource book. San Francisco:
Boyd and Fraser, 1970.

15. SMITH, E. & SMITH, M. P.: Teaching Reading to Adults.
University of Miami Reading Clinic, Florida:. Pub1.
National Association for Public Continuing Education,

1972. .

16. THOMAS, A. Adult Basic Education and Literacy Activities\
in.Canada. World Literacy of Canada, Toronto: 1975=76.

17. ULMER, C. Teaching the.Disadvantaged Adult. Publ. by
Nation Assoc. for 'Public Continuing Education,
Washington D.C.:' 1972.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A: vocabulary lists

(page 166)

II. APPENDIX B: common reading difficulties

(page 173)

1.7

III. APPENDIX C: external literacy and related area contacts

(page 176)

IV. APPENDIX D: sampin self-evafuation sheets (for volunteers)

(page 180)
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CORE SIGHT VOCABUTARY BASIC FUNCTION WORDS

a
about
all
'already
althoUgh
always
am
an
and
another
any
.aroun4
as
at
away

be
because
before
below
*better
between
both
but
by

call
can
come
could*

did
do
does
done
down
Dr.

eight
either
enough'
ever _

,every

far
first
five
for.
found
four
from
full

give
go
goes
going
good
got

many ten
me
Miss t=k-ypu
more that
most the
Mr. their
rs.
Ms.

them,
'there

much these
must they.
my -this

-Othosq
never three
next through
no. to
none two

had not
has to nothing

N under
now.have until 'e

her
he up

of us
here off. used to
him on
his
how

once very
only

_....

or walk
1 other want
if our was
in out of we
into over well
13 own went
it were
its play what

please when
just put where

whether
knew quite which
know who

read whose
laugh right ',.why
like round will
lot

. with
look said would

saw
say ypp
seven you
she your
should
six
some

1 63 stop
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- Adults only
- Bewaioe
- Beware of dog
- caution

Closed
Combustible

- Contaminated
Do not inhale fumes
Do not touch
Do not use near heat
Do not use near open
Dynamite

- Explosives'
- Flammable
- Found
- Fragile.

Gasoline
- Gate
- Handle With Care
- Hands off
- Help
- High Voltage
- Inflammable
InfOFmation

- Keep-Away
- Keep Off (the grass)
- Lost
- Live-Wires

OM.

- Directions
- Instructions
- Operator
- Dial
- Emergency
- Fire Department
- Area Code
Palice

- Ambulance
- Doctor
- Physician
- Directory Assistance
- Business Office.
-,Repair Service

--GENERAL

flame

- No diving
- No,fires
- No fishing
- No hunting
- No spitting
- No,Swimming
- No touching
- No Trespassing
- Open

t - Out
- Out of Order
- Poison_
- Poisonous
- Posted
- Private

Private Property
- Safety First
- Shallow Water
- Shelter
- Thin ice'
- This end up
- This side up
- Use in open air,
- Violators will _be
- Wanted,
Warling

- Wet Paint'
Dan;er

TELF,PHONE

'prosecuted

- TelQgrams
- Collect calls
-.Direct Distance DialinODDD)
=-Long distance
- Person to Person:
Station to Station

- Rate
- Toll Call
- Customer
- Credit Card
- Emergency
- Call Guide

White pages
- -Yellow Pages

Adapted with permisoion from FunctionalReading, Vol. 1975;
Pages A-23 and A-30. (sea reference list no: ii )
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-
- All Cars (Trucks) Stop
Ask Attendant for Key

- Bridge Out
- Bus Only

Caution
Construction
Crosdwalk,
Curb
Danger
Dangerous Curb
Dead End

- Deer (Cattle) Crossing
- Detour
- Dim Lights
- Do Not Block Walk (Driveway)
- Do Not Enter
- Drive Slow
- Emergency Vehicles Only
- End Construction
- Entrance
- -Exit Only
- Falling Rocks

Flooded
- Pour Way Stop
- Garage

Go Slow
- Highway
- Hospital Zone

Inspection Station
- Junction
- Keep to the Left (Right)
- Left Lane on this Signal Only
- Left Turn Only

Loading .Zone
- Look
- Look Out for the Cars (Trucks
- Listen

Km/H, %.P.H.
- Mechanic or\ Duty
- Men Working
- Merge Left (Right)
- Merging Traffic

Next
- No Heavy Trucks

Advance Green

Zone

2..14 a

DRIVING

- No Left Turn
- No Parking
- No Passing
- No Right Turn
- No Right Turn on Red Lig'!-It
- No Smoking Area
-.No Standing
-.No Turns
- No Stopping
- No 1Ut Turns
- Not a Through Street
- One Way - Do Not Enter
- One Way Street
- Pavement Ends
- pedestrian Crossing
- Playground
- l'oceed At Your Own Risk
Private Road

- R.R.
- Railroad Crossing
- Rest Rooms
- Resume Speed
- Right Lane Must Turn Right
- Right Turn Only
- Road Closed
- Road Ends
- Rough Road
- School Zone
- Slide Area
- Slippery When Wet
- Slow Down.
- Slower Traffic Keep Right
- Speed Checked by Radar
- Steep Grade
- Stop
- Stop Ahead
- Stop for Pedestrians
- Three Way Light
- Turn Off
- Traffic Circle
- Truck Route
- Unloading Zone
- Use Low Gear
- Ww.3hrooms
- Watch for Flagman
- Wilding Road

Adapte(1 with permission from Functional Reading, Vol. 2, 1Tfl;
page A-25. (see reference list no. 11 )
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- Bus Station
- Condemned
- Dentist
. Do Not Crowd
- Do Not Push

Do rot Shove
- :Doctor
-.Down.
- Elevator
. Escalator

Emergency Exit
- employees Only
.2,Entrance
= Exit
-. Exit Only
-' Fire Escape
. Fire Extinguisher
-. Fire Hose
- FirSt Aid

Gentlemen
- In

Inf 'oration
Seep Closed

. Keep Out
- Ladies
- Nen

At All

- Ammonia
- Wood Turpentine
- Kerosene-
- Insecticide

Rat ;Poison
Lye\

- Drano
Iodine
Nerc'urochrome

- Antiseptic
- Antidote

Cautl.on
_ Do Not Inhale Fumes
- First Aid
- Nurse

Combustible
Contahinated

- Do Not Use ;:ear !eat
- Doctor
Bandaid

Adapted \with permission fro
Pages A424 and A-29. (scc

BUILDING SIGNS

Times

FIRST AID

- 16

Fu

No Admittance
No Cheques Cashed
No Credit' /

No Dogs Allowed
No Loitering'
No Einors.
No Pets
No Smoking
Nurse
Office
Police (S,tation)
Po 3t Eo Bills
Pot Office \

Pr. vate 1
Puth
PuU.
Smc)king Prohibited
St( p Down (Up)

Oil ;side
TemsiCash
Up
Usri Oither Door
Watch Your Step
As'c Attendant for Key
Daager

- Adlesive
- Beq.dage
Gaze

-
TOI'rniquet
iaJk of Magnesia
SCssors

- Tweezers
- Co :ton
-"Stc.rile
- Alcohol
/He tirg Pad

- lIcs, Bag
-tHo ; Water Bottle
-1 So utions
-I Si. ng

Ph' sician
/

HOSj r5. tC1.1

the' r7.ometer
; As j irin

0

c-tio)al Reading, Vol. 2, 1975'
'trice list no. 11
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COOKING

- Instructions
- Directions
- Do Not Refreeze
-.Recipe
- Formula
- Ingredients

Mix
- Drain
- Juice
- Stir
- Squeeze
- Pour
- Tare
- Grease
- Sprinkle
- Sift
- Mold .

- Oil
- Scald
- Heat
- Chicken
- Set

Fill
Garnish
Cake
Congealed

- Serve
- Sake
- Melt
- Cook
- Foil
Thaw
Oven
Broiler

- Spread
-\Tablespoon (T.)
-'7easpoon (tsg)
Measuring Cup (C)

- Mixing Bowl.
- Measuring Spoons
- Pot Holder
- Egg Beater
- Flour Sifter
- Waxed Paper
- Waffle Iron
- Casserole
- Electric Frypan
- Grate
- Pans (cake, tube, bundt

frying, muffin, baking,

es

loaf)

- Low - - High (He:71-;)

- Peel
- Broil
- Whip
Fry

- Boil
- Speed (Mixer)
- Saute
- Chop
- Measure
- Knife
- Freeze
Degree

- Roll
- Sugar
- Flour
- Season
- Package
- Eggs
- Baking Powder
- Baking Soda
- Add
- Salt
- Pepper
- Flavoring
- Vanilla
- Milk
- Margarine
- Butter
- Shortening
- Mixture
- Dissolve

°- Chill
- Empty
- Saucepan
- Contents
- Teakettle
- Altitude
- Thermometer
- Sauce
k- Meringue
- Blend
- Blender
- Ounce (ozl
- Pound (lb.
Yilogram (kg.)

- Millilitre (ml.
- Litre (li.)
- Gram (gm.)
- Cool
- Wire Rack

Adapted with permisnion from Functional Readin,
page A-31. (see reference lint no. 11)
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BASIC UTILITY AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES

-'InstFuctions - Low - Medium Pull
- Directions Timed
- Attachmants - Delicate
- Patented - Thermostat

I'iarival control - Locked
- Automatic control - Water Level
--Turn Higher
- Selector Immrse
- Dial Heating Element
- Timer (Set -0Tent
- Knobs -Duct
- High - Low - Normal - Filter
- Wash - Fabrics
- Spin - Waxranty
- Rinse Guarantee
- Soak - Appliance
- Hot Buzzer
- Warm Refill
- Permanent Press Avoid
- Light Leyr
- Press Button Hier Setting
- Lint Screen Out Let

- Close Door. Dust Bag
- Remove Empty.
- Caution Dis)onnect
- Spray - Soc.-cet

- Switch - Position
- Plug - Racks

Cord - Illustrations
- Fuses - Cycle
- Circuit Breakers - Manufacturer
- Automatic - Prc duct
- Motor - Fulnace
- Normal Load - Fu(1 Oil
- Small Load Vimer
- Temperature Ga:oline
- Defrost - Blde

FroSt _Free
- Quick Chill
- Neat Keeper

Sani-temp
- Vegetable drawer
- Crisper
- Surface
- Oven
- Left Front (Rear)
- Right Front (Rear)

- Brzcket
- Sai-cycle
- Ri3se - Hold
- Li! ht Soil

Ho; vy Soil
- Tdiht Load

Ne;vy Load
- Dr)

Ad4pted with permission from Functional Reading, Vol, 2, 1575
page A-32. (see reference Hsi, no.11 )
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APPENDIX B

COMMON READING DIFFICULTIES'



ApPENDIXB

SOME.COMMON READING DIFFICULTIES AND SUITABLE METHODS OF

TREATMENT

Symptoms . Useful methods of treatment

Mispronuncic-Aon.
Confusion of
somewhat similar
-consonants ,or

vowels.

Speech training. Riddles, rhymes.
Lists of 'similar words presented
(a) orally, ('?) visually - e.g.

'odd man out'. practice in
recognizing letters heard and seen.
Training in analysis of words.

Reversals., °

Colour clues :o identify beginning
of word. Write words starting
close to margin at left of page.
Emphasis on direction of reading'

exercises involving tracing, .

finger. pointing while vocalizing,
underlining while reading.
Aperture card - hole to reveal only
'part of a word at a time, follow-
up with total form of word exposed.
Introduce cursive writing. .

.

,

Repetitions.'

.

Training in methods of attacking
new words. Ercouzagement of
calmness and !dower rate. Reading
aloud with other pupils.

Substitutions
of guessed,
words

.

Word games in which phonic analWs
is emphasized. Use of easier
materizl. Enlargement of vocabulary.

Additions
or omissions
of words.

Emphasis on meaning. Flash cards
with incomplete sentences and
complete ones for comparison.
Reading in concert with teachers.

111
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Ommission ,

oflines.
The use of wide line spacing.
Underlining while reading.
Reduction of anxiety and strain.

.

Frequent
pauses and
hesitations,

.

Enlargement of vocabulary.
Practice with flash cards showing
unfamiliar words. Use of easier.
material.

Jerky
reading -
word by

word

. ,

c-)Reduce emphasis on words..
Training with flash cards showing
phrases or sentences to which
responses are to be made to
indicate understanding of meaning.

'Lack of
intelligent
interpretation.

Use of easier material. Emphasis
on meaning. Provision of a
motive for reading. Practice
with sentences or flash cards.

Excessive
vocalization.

Increased training in a silent
reading. Discouragement of lip
movement. PraCtice with flash
cards to enlarge vocabulary and
to develop correct eye movements.

Difficulty
in recall.

Practice in summarizing. Use
of easier materials.

Inability
to read
quickly.

Practice in skimming to locate
a word'or a phrase in a paragraph
or sentence on a page (a) orally
(b) in writing.

.

.

Difficulty
in noting
details in
a description.

Use of completion exercises. .

Underlining of correct answers.
Construction of questions on
.given paragraphs. Extensions
of spoken vocabulary to secure
greater familiarity with words.
Use of easier material.

Thamesdown & North-East Wilts
Adult Literacy Service

Britain
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APPENDIX C.

EXTERNAL LITERACY AND RELATED AREA CONTACTS:

OTTAWA

Canada Employment Centre

300 Laurier Ave.,
Tel: 235-1851

Catholic Family Services

200p Isabella St., 4th
Tel: 233-8478

Community Info. Centre

377 Rideau St.,
Tel: 238-2101

Dept. of Culture & Recreat.

English Second Language
Tel: 566-3725

Employment Serv. Prog.

44 Eccles St.,
Tel: 238-3340

Le Coin du travailleur

528 St. Patrick St.,
Tel: 238-2062

Probation and Aftercare
Service

.900 Lady Ellen Pl.,
Tel: 722-3495

Social Planning Council

Ottawa - Carleton
85 Plymouth St.
Tel: 236=3658

- 168 -

Canada Employment Centre

25 McArthur Rd., 5th fl.,
Tel: 993-9810

Central Volunteer Bureau'

85 Plymouth St.,
Tel: 236-3658

Council on Aging

85 Plymouth St.,
Tel: 236-3658

Detention Centre

2244 Innes Rd.,
Tel: 824-6080

Inter-Pares

International Devel. Serv.
205 Pretoria Ave.
Tel: 563-4801

Ottawa Public Library

120 Metcalfe St,,
Tel: 236 -0301

Probation & Parole
Mins. Correctional Serv.

251 Bank St., Suite 200
Tel: 237-2034

Social Service Dept.

389 Somerset St.,
Tel: 563-2951



CANADA

Canadian Literacy.
Newsletter

(Can. Movement for Liter.
29 Calder Cres.,
Regina, Saskatchewan

The Develop. Educ. Cent.

121 Avenue Road
Toronto, Ontario
Tel: (416) 964-6560

Frontier College._

31 Jackes Ave.,
Toronto, Ont. M4T 1E2
Tel: (416) 923-3591

Learning Centre

732 Cha_ tte St.
Fredricton, N.B.
Tel: (506) 454-6681

Movement for Canadian
Literacy

P.O. Box 533, Station P.
Toronto, Ont. MSS 2T1.

St. John Literacy Counc.'

110 Charlotte St.,2nd fl.
Provincial Building,'
St. John , N B. .

Tel: (506) 658.-2536

St. Lawrence College

Portsmouth Avenue:
Kingston, Ont.
K7L 5A6
Tel: (613) 544-8950

College of New Caledonia

3330 22nd Ave.,
Prince George, B.C.
V2N 1P8

I

Eastern Canada NALA Assoc._

2769 Ralph Devlin Dr.,
Halifax, N.S.
B3L 3T2

Greater Moncton Liter. Cowie..

60 Edgett Street,
Moncton, New Brunswick
Tel: (506) 854-7947

Missiwaska Soc. Plan. Counc.

P.O. Box 355,
Arnprior, Ontario
Tel: (613) 623-7086

Newcomer News - Serv. 'Branch

5th Fl. 77 Bloor sr.w.
Toronto, Ontario
Tel: (416) 965-1192

St: Christopher House

P.O. Box 433, Station E
Toronto, Ont., M6H 4E3

Tel: (416) 533-1258

SEBAM
(Servi,ce.d'education,de base
des adultus de MOntreal)
2217 Papinoau Street,
Montreal, qUebec
Tel: (514r 525-3065'

Volunteer Reading Aide (Laubach)'
243 Catherine Street,
Pembroke, Ontario
Tell (613),752-8211 ,
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SI

U.S.A.

L.V.A.

Litracy Volunteers
of America

3001 James St.
Syracuse, N.Y.
13206, U.S.A.

NALA

(National Affitiation for
Literacy Advance)
1320 Jamesville Avenue,
Syracuse, N.Y.
13210, U.S.A.
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APPENDIX

SAMPLE SELF - EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRES

FOR THE LITERACY VOLUNTEER
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SOME QUESTIONS.TO ASK YOURSELF BEFORE

YOU START TEACHING OTHERS

Do f reallyliant to teach?

Am I,mot,ivated to learn (if not how can I motivate
anyone else ?)

3.; Is my life interesting or bpring2 (If my life is
dull, .boring, monotonous - how can I inspire
anyone?)

4. Do I like (love) to read?-- (If not how can f
dnspire that desire in my students?)

S. Do I like (loire) to write or is it a chore?

6. When did I last write a poem, a verse, a letter?

7. When did I last get intellectually excited by
a book?

8. What are my attitudes. towards reading and writing?

9. Do ILreally,believe that everyone has a right to
, read and can read or do I think it's a mysterious
difficdlt process only to be taught by the
"experts".

10.: Do I respect my pupils for whatgand who they are,
not what and who I expect them to be?

11. Am I honest'about myself and my own strengths and
weaknesses Can 1 share this openly. with my students?

12. Can I teach?. Can f learn? Can I change?

COMMENTS i`0. MYSELF ON THE\ABOVE QUESTJONS:

From: Learning and Teaching with Common Sense by Dr.
Marsha Forest.
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SELF-EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE I

Please spend some time reading this questionnaire. and

then note down your responses. What you choose to share,

if,anything, during the discussion period is entirely up to you-.

-A

T. Have you.ever helped anyone.learn anything?

2. Do you think you are patient person':

3. Have you ever failed at, anything yon wanted to succeed in?

4. How do you recognize frustration in someone?

5. What do you enjoy about learning?

6. When did you last learn something near?

4

. .

7 Doyou really think that everyone has a right to read
and can read or do you.think it is a mysterious, difficult
process only to be taught by the 'ex)erts'?

8; Do you find it easy to be honest about yourself and you'
own strengths and wea.messes? Could you share this with
your students?

What-do you think is y)ur greatest st ength?

.10. Do you enjoy reading ald writing?



SENTENCE. COMPLETION PROJECT

B-

Please read these sentence fragments, and complete as fully

as you wish. Again, feel free to keep your responses private.

1. My greatest assests relating. to others are
.,

2. To be a:literacy volunteer l'need most-tb learn

174 -



People, Words and Chan e Conference

IntrodurAo y Questionnaire for new vo

What do we read and write? How? Why?

We are going to ask you, in this two part que ionnaire, to

look in dept at what the good reader and r%rit r does in
1

J

everyday adult life. We are going t4 ask you

your own rece\nt reading and writing ani to make some notes.

\ I

,

This questionnaire remains YOUR PRIVATE PROPERTY.

Read Part I,,through,first and then jot down your r sponses.
\

Take Part.Ii home with you to mull over. Try and f-11 it out

think about

by the end of Saturday. Both parts are aimed at se sitizing

you to your own patterns and to the methods you use to deal

with the complexity of reading and writing.

Question 1:

SITUATION

At Work

Travelling

PART I

What specific reading tasks hove you had to

undertake in the last few day:?

WREADING WRITING

41,



SITUATION READING WRITING

Shopping

Newspapers, magazines,
books

Recreation, hobbies :

At home'.

Postal, financial
forms

Other areas important to you

Thamesdown &North-East Wilts
Adult Literacy Sery,ice

Britain
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People, Words and Change Conference

Introductory Questionnaire for new volunteers: Part II,

QueStion 1,: Please -record which.of the following,situations you
have met in the Course.of the ri!ading and writing
tasks you have chosen to examine in Part 1.

a) Have you found any words you could not pronounce?
What were they? What did you do'

b) Have you found words whose ;leanings were unfamiliar
to you?. Were they 'hew words, or familiar words used
in a new way? What were they? What did you do?

c)
Have you found sentences of such length and
complexity that you had to re-read them to get the
meaning, or passages Where you had to 'read between
the linW to infer what the author was trying to
say not too explicitly?

d) Have you met passages whefe you felt you were in
disagreement with the author's ppint of'view?

e) Have you met passagesrthat involved you emotionally,'
humour, sadness, etc.?

f) Have you met texts. in connection with some job .you
needed to do? Have they always been adequate in
terms of instruction? What. have you done if this
has not been the case?

g) Have you used texts where you needed to skip 3:arge
Chunks of 'material in 'order to find the piece of
information you needed? How did you decide:When
to start reading in depth again?

h) Finding texts is a problem: eg. getting hold. of a
claim form or finding a suitable car manual.' Have
you had trouble findlig a text you needed? What

steps did you take?

i) Have you had problems with "the small print". In

what situation? What did you eo about it?

- 177 -
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j) Have you, to your.knowledge,.made spelling mistakes?
How did yOu.realize this? What did you do about it?

k) Have you had to make any preliminary drafts of written
material before writing or typing a fair copy? In
what situation-and why?

1) Have you had to write using highly formal "officialese"?
What difficulty did this present?

m) Have you had difficulty finding the required information
before you undertook any writing, eg. 'filling in a tax
form, writing a report. What did you do about it?

n) Are there any writing activities you put off as long as
possible? Can you analyse,the reason for this? .

Normally, teaching reading and writing to adults concentrates
on areas suggested in Question a, b, and j. How do you think
you came to be able to understand all the other kinds of skills
we have'highlighted?

Question 2. a) What do you need to be sure of the meanings or
pronunciation of these words?

a

bank branch drill head
post sign spell tank
abuse bow close conduct
read windrecord object

b) Imagine speaking each of these words in isolation..
How many meanings can you think of? What changes
the meaning?

fire go 'John no out

. . .

.

c) Repeat b. but this time see ho.iw many meanings you
can get from each of these sentences. 4

They are eating apples.

The radio works

M.P.s are revolting.

Thamesdown & North-East Wilts
Adult-Literacy Service

Britain
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Self-Evaluation Questionnaire

Me relationship between volunteer and learner.
7

Please spend some time reading this questionnaire and then note
down your responses. What you choose 'to share, if anything,
Oaring the discussion period is entirely up to you.

1. What do you expect to be doing as a tutor?

2. What do you expect from the learner?.

.3. What do you exPect to have achieved aftec a few months?

4. Why do you think adults remain illiterate?

S. What limitations would you place oti the way you function as
a volunteer?-

=..,
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5

6. What is-your worst fear about the literacy tutoring situation?

7. What will give you the greatest pLeasureAn the literaY
tutoring situation?

8. ,What would you feel, if'your student told-you you were, not
helping him/her?

9. Why do you want to be a literacy. tutor?

..
.

10. How do individuals learn best, in your view?

11. What in your past/present experi=ce can help you relate to a
person who cannot read or'write?
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